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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION AND

PROBLEM

"We urge that museums continue to build on
their success as centers of learning by providing
high guality educational experiences for people of
all ages, but in recognition of the increasing
median age of our population, that they pay new
attention to their programs for adults.
Museum
professionals must consider ways to introduce
their institutions to the adult public as sources
of intellectual enrichment, as places where
learning can be spontaneous and personal and as
opportunities for growth and thinking as well as
seeing." (Museums for a New Century: A Report of
the Commission on Museums for a New Century,
1984) .

Introduction
In

the

lifelong

past,

education was

process.

finished,

After

work and

one's

generally
formal

family were

Today,

with

longer

therefore more

leisure

time

after

in

and

need

for

psychologists

see

"to

the

need

universal
in

drive

lifelong

important
1962,

more

grow"
of

learning

fields

1970,

as

all.

1977;

The American

adult

retiring

process

of

learning with

the most

want
a

is

one

to

1

the

of

have

have

the
come

to

and
by

educators

(Knowles,

1969).

age
the

of

60-65,

life-long

explored

an

last

the most

today

continue

variety

In

basic

of

Zetterberg,
at

a

and

adults

research

education

Knox,

will

expectancy

education.

Conseguently,

experiences

as

be

retirement,

perhaps

in American

time,

to

and psychiatrists

1984;

leisure

life

additional

twenty years

perceived

education was

considered

all-consuming.

interest

not

and

with

i

unexplored
though

educational

adults

knowledge

and cultural

are usually

or will

learn

they usually need a

skills to

1962,

1984).

museum

a variety

Many adults

usurped the

experience.
adults

to

order to

shut

resources,

out

life,

especially

learning

institutions

such

over

sixty.

learning

at

The

open-ended,

of which will

be

an art

forces

of visual

information

in

looking

leaves

contemplative

(Rice,

audiences

looking

1988).

lifelong process

an art museum can

and educational
integrate

to meet the needs

art

enormous power to

Through the visual
lives

into

of the

of the American population,

arts have

of

stimulation

as

any age.

a part

in everyday

a

segment

as

since technology often

is

enrich their emotional

adults

stimulate

arts,

adults

can

and enhance understanding of

their environment and culture.
way

experiences

sensory

directed

life by developing programs
fastest-growing

arts

of

a good deal
This

for the

(Knowles,

seeking these
one

learning

1988).

necessary within a museum
But

be

overabundance

survive.

unprepared

and abilities

function of the

An

immediate problems,

have never experienced art

their education or
has

They will
of

(O'Connell,

solve

acquire

facilitator and a variety of

to meet their needs

through

Even

self-directed and will

experiences
1970,

experiences.

The arts provide

of discovering different perspectives

oneself.

2

a unique

on the world and

I

Problem
The problem is that more research needs to be completed
in order to analyze what programs and
techniques are the most effective
museums.

interpretive

for adult education

in

The majority of museum education departments have

not devoted the same amount of time developing programs
adults as they have

for children.

Up until

the

few museums perceived education to be a central
and certainly not the education of adults.
programs,
academic

they were usually
lectures

(Knowles,

been done on how adults
and needs are,

1970s very
function,

If there were

formal guided tours or
1962).

learn

for

formal,

Very little research has

in museums,

what their goals

and how to develop programs

suitable to adult

learning skills.
Today,
support,

as museums become more dependent upon public

exhibitions and programs need to be organized and

developed to serve the adult public's needs,
enjoyment.

Many adults,

retirement,

become

aspects of
most have
what to

life.

particularly near the age of

interested

in cultural

and

interpretive

But confronted with objects

in a museum,

little sense of how to

look

for

interests and

in

it.

look at a work of art or

Museums need to

make museum education more significant
teaching them how to

learn

in museums.

focus on how to

for adults by
Museum educators

need to be aware that adults of different classes,
genders,

races,

ethnic groups and ages approach people and the

world around them

in different ways and that they

3

learn

1

differently than children

(Rice,

1989;

Knowles,

1984).

It

is only with this awareness that museum educators will
insist on research in appropriate curriculum and methodology
for adults which will match the

interests,

personality and

learning style of adults with a variety of programs.
the appropriate curriculum,
programs,

methodology,

With

and variety of

museums will then be able to teach visual

literacy

to adults by giving them the skills they need to learn "how
to learn"

in museums:

namely,

the ability to understand

style and composition and to read symbols of form that
convey content

(Rice,

1988;

Sakofs,

1984).

The problem which this exploratory study will address
is the

investigation of any interesting differences between

three different learning experiences adults have through two
different symbol
museum.

systems and presentation methods

One treatment will be to present an art

exhibition—"A Return to Arcadia:

Nineteenth Century

Berkshire County Landscapes"—through a formal
lecture.

in a

slide

Another treatment will be an oral

presentation/gallery talk on the art exhibition.

The adult

audience will also participate in this presentation by
responding to problem-solving questions while looking at the
art.

The third treatment will combine both the slide

lecture and the gallery talk with audience participation.
This exploratory study will

look for findings that

indicate which treatment best served some of the educational
goals

for adults with the exhibition,

4

"A Return to

Arcadia."

These goals are:

1)

to familiarize adults with

the subject matter and content

(the concepts and feelings

the paintings embody)

of the paintings

in the exhibition;

2)

to familiarize adults with the artistic style of the
landscapes

in the exhibition

(line,

color and form);

3)

to

instill confidence in adults as they come to value their own
cognitive and emotional

responses to art.

5
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THEORIES AND RESEARCH ON ADULT
EDUCATION AND ADULT EDUCATION IN MUSEUMS

Current Research on Adult Education/Lifelong Learning

In order to explore how adults learn in a museum
through controlled interpretive presentations,

and to

discuss the significance of this study on different symbol
systems and presentation methodology in museums,

it is

necessary to review other studies and research in adult
education,

the history of adult education in museums,

current theories on adult education in museums,

and current

research on adult education in museums.
The UNESCO International Commission on the Development
of Education viewed lifelong learning as a master concept
for education.

"Every person must be in a position to keep

learning throughout his life.
at all ages
convenience"

.

.

.

Education must be carried on

according to each individual's needs and

(Peterson,

1979,

p.

181).

The Commission also recommended that education should
be dispensed and acquired through a multiplicity of means.
All kinds of institutions,
not,

whether designed for teaching or

and many forms of social and economic activity,

used for educational purposes.

must be

The important thing is not

6

I

the path an individual has
or acquired

(Peterson,

Most studies

followed,

1979,

p.

but what he has learned

185).

in adult education conclude that as adult

learners constitute the most rapidly growing segment of
American education much more attention and research must be
given to the roles recreation and educational activities can
play in meeting the physical,
adults.
them

Adults,

mental and social needs of

who learn for a purpose that is clear to

(usually personal

to solve a problem,

satisfaction,

or sociability),

self-directed and independent.
institutions,

to gain new knowledge,
like to be

Therefore,

which assist adults

educational

in developing the skills

and basic knowledge needed in order to learn,

must know and

choose the most appropriate learning experiences
learning styles,

interest and enjoyment

Verduin and McEwen,
1973,

1970;

1984;

Westmeyer,

One of the most

Szczypkowski,

1988;

(Cross,
1979;

Zetterberg,

important concepts

for adult
1979;

Knowles,

1962,

1969).
for museum educators

to understand is that adult education must have a different
curriculum and methodology than pre-adult education.

Adults

come into learning with more experience and different kinds
of experiences than youth.

Consequently,

adults are ready

for different kinds of learning and are able to contribute
greater resources
transaction

from their experience to the learning

(Knowles,

Malcolm Knowles

1962;
(1984)

learning called andragogy,

Jensen,

1982).

advocates a model

for adult

the art and science of helping

7

adults

learn.

Knowles,

who assumes that the adult is ready

to learn when he/she experiences a need for new information
or a need for new or improved skills,
adult educator should be a
role".

believes that the

"changing agent"

in a

"helping

The adult educator's goal and function are to help

his clients achieve their full potential by giving them
tools to ask questions and to find answers.

This assists

the adult's lifelong process of discovering what is not
known

(Knowles,

1984,

p.

38).

The technology for andragogy emphasizes participatory,
experiential techniques.

The educator as a supportive

resource can only facilitate experiential
the whole person,

learning in which

both feeling and cognitive,

is

involved.

Knowles and other authorities on adult education
believe that a course for adults should:
1)

have a variety of learning experiences

2)

connect the learning process to the adults'

past

and life experience
3)

provide

for inquiry and interaction

4)

let the class

identify their educational goals.

In the process of adult learning Alan Knox
to Knowles's model.
for older adults,
exposure.

He spells out the need,

(1977)

adds

particularly

to have more than a single trial or

Knox also discusses the problem adults have with

interference.
information,

When adult prior learning is similar to new
but different from it in some respects,

interfere with new learning.

it can

Then the adult must unlearn

8

t

the

interfering material.

Of course,

learning an entirely new topic,
(Knox,

if an older adult is

there is less

interference

1977).

Educators must also be aware that adults learn more
slowly than children and vary in the methods they prefer for
learning.

Some adults achieve better with discussion.

Others need more structure,

such as lectures.

Therefore,

adult education should be varied to accommodate individual
adult abilities and experiences.

What is significant is

that adults can learn almost anything they want to given
time,

persistence and assistance

(Knox,

1977).

The History of Adult Education in Museums

Art museum education has evolved and responded to
change

in social,

economic,

political and intellectual

life

in the United States since the formation of most museums
the late nineteenth century.

When American museums were

first established in the late 1800s,
as educational

institutions.

in

Leaders

most were conceived of
in the community and

directors of museums believed in the social/educational
philosophy that museums were to help formulate American
morals,

values and taste as well as to educate the people in

applied and industrial design.

Their goal was to direct

Americans to produce objects of high standard by
the influence of and exposure to world-class architecture,

9

interior design,

decorative arts,

clothes,

painting and

sculpture.
In 1888 Joseph Drexel spoke of the refining and
elevating powers of the museum.

A museum's purpose was to

encourage the appreciation of the beautiful,
would improve commerce and industry.
William Eliot of Harvard

(1869-1909)

which in turn

President Charles
emphasized that museums

were teachers of morality and the way to happiness.

The

Aesthetic Movement from the 1870s to the early 1890s
championed art and beauty as a counter to materialism
(Zeller,

1989) .

In 1915 Dudley Crafts Watsons,
Art Society's gallery,

wrote of the common understanding of

art which would assist democracy,
Arthur Parker,

head of the Milwaukee

loyalty and patriotism.

longtime vice president of the American

Association of Museums,

labored long and hard to advocate

museums as an active center of service to the community.
Parker felt that it was not the museum's wealth or
collections that made it great,

but the values

it

disseminated.
During the 1920s and 30s,

the museum education

philosophy of the aesthetics/art appreciation approach to
art,

which justified education in leading the audience to

contemplate art in order to elevate taste and knowledge,
elbowed out.

Educational psychology and statistical

science research were blossoming,

social

and museum education began

to approach art collections with the art historical

10

was

I

philosophy and the interdisciplinary/humanities philosophy.
The art historical approach emphasized attribution,
iconography,

and period and national style.

The

interdisciplinary/humanities philosophy approach showed
parallels among music,

literature and art.

director of the Brooklyn Museum,

wrote in 1930,

study art without studying society,
in turn is produced by it.
social

setting"

(Zeller,

Philip Youtz,
"We cannot

which produces art and

Art is meaningless without its

1989,

p.

62).

also considered more egalitarian as

This approach was

it would appeal to the

needs and interests of a broader cross-section of the
public.
In 1945,

Francis Henry Taylor,

director of the

Worcester Art Museum and later director of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art,

felt that curators and directors preoccupied

"with quality for the sake of quality" had become blinded to
the needs of museum education.

He called upon curators to

organize their exhibitions and permanent collections with an
eye to the needs of the general public,

and to provide

labels that were simple and comprehensive to the layman.
Taylor declared that as art is a visual record of the past,
the function of a museum was to document the past

(Zeller,

1989) .
After World War II and into the present,

many museum

educators have initiated Theodore Law's philosophy of museum
education.

Law,

Curator of Education at the Walker Art

Gallery in Minneapolis,

believed that museums had to meet

11

t

the needs

of the visitor by developing

interpretive methods.
not

speak

He

for themselves

aid the visitor

(Zeller,

in

advocated that as works

of

art do

they need contextual material

in decoding their meaning.

that museum educators
humanities

a variety of

Law also

needed a broad preparation

order to meet the needs

to

argued

in the

of museum education

1984).

Current Theories On Museum Education

[Museums] are our collective memory, our chronicle
of human creativity.
Museums represent certainty
in uncertain times.
As contemporary life grows
more impersonal, people need to be reminded that
there is a continuity to human existence and the
natural and physical world, and they need a way to
connect their own experience to what is known
about the past and present (Museums for a New
Century: A Report of the Commission on Museums for
a New Century. 1984, pp. 17-18).

In
upon

a

Museums

1983

the American Association of Museums

two-year
for

study

of museums.

a New Century,

that the primary purpose

the nature
museums

Commission

Commission called

of museum learning,

and

potential

the

of

an emphasis

schools,

the

exhibits,

a

report,

the Association took the position

integration of museums

Consequently,

1984

of American museums was

One basic problem that the
unsuccessful

In their

embarked

found was

for more

research

into

a closer relationship between
instructional

commitment to

12

the

and education.

study of the

on adult education,

education.

and the

scholarly research,
integrating of

education into all museum activities through restructuring
the organization of museums by abolishing separate education
departments

(American Association of Museums,

1984).

The Commission also found that most museum educators
the past were not trained in education,

in

and that there was a

need for a teaching model based on specific criteria which
took into consideration the unique attributes and special
needs of the museum environment,

and,

at the same time,

based on sound educational methodology.

was

They advocated that

museum educators must identify a philosophy on which to
build,

implement and evaluate programs

public

(Caston,

Model

in order to serve the

1987).

for Museum Education
Ellie Bourdon Caston

and teaching model

(1987)

developed such a philosophy

for museum education.

In A Model For

Teaching In A Museum Setting Using Art Education and Art
Appreciation As The Education and Subject Area Components.
Caston designed a

framework for adolescents,

appropriate

for adult education.

components:

1)

component;

3)

The model

the museum component;

2)

the subject component.

includes three

the education

The museum component

includes the museum's purpose and function,
authentic objects,

but it is also

the use of

and the use of interdisciplinary

and humanistic approaches to learning.
component should follow L.

H.

The education

Chapman's six questions which

need to be applied to museum education program planning:
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(aims of program),
visitor),
extent

when,

what

to whom

(evaluation)

(the content),

how

(to involve the

(audience and context),

(Chapman,

1982).

and to what

The subject area

component should grow out of the museum's collection or a
specific exhibition.

Above all,

aware of their audiences'

museum educators need to be

needs and interests

(Caston,

1987) .

Adult Needs and Interests
Today,

if museums are to fulfill their mission as

educational resources,

they have to meet the expected

increase in adult visitation by being aware of adults'
and

interests.

education,

Museums not only need a model

needs

for adult

they must also learn more about the reasons why

adults come to museums,

who comes,

what programs they attend,
expectations are,

their learning styles,

what their educational

and what types of programs best serve

their educational needs and expectations.

Above all,

museums must take the initiative in attracting adults
through programs and exhibitions which interest them and
fulfill their educational goals

(Knowles,

1973;

O'Connell,

1988) .
In

"Staying Away,

Museums," Marilyn Hood

Why People Choose Not To Visit
(1983)

concludes that museums need to

focus on how individuals make decisions about the use of
their leisure time and energy,

14

and to concentrate on their

values,

attitudes,

satisfaction.

perceptions,

interests,

She advocates museum research to

develop ways to reach the adult audience
Through her own research,

Hood

Attitudes Toward Leisure Choices
Participation,"

expectations and

(Hood,

(1981),

improve and
1983).

in "Adult

in Relation to Museum

found that there are three distinctly

different audience segments in the current and potential
museum clientele.

Based on their leisure values,

and expectations,

there are frequent participants,

occasional participants and nonparticipants.

interests

Those who come

often to museums are usually employed as skilled workers or
professionals,
work,

have a college education and some graduate

are between 20 and 50 years of age,

opportunities to learn,

desire

want new experiences,

use their

leisure time wisely and are comfortable in museums.

These

frequent participants present a challenge to museum
educators
place.

in making sure that the museum is not a stale

The occasional participant and non-participant

preferred to spend their leisure with their family or peers
at sports and outdoors.

These groups preferred

entertainment and social

interaction.

are not coming to museums,

Hood feels

To reach those who
it is essential to

plan more than one type of program in order to appeal to the
different criteria visitors have for a desirable leisure
experience

(Hood,

1981).

If museums must develop different styles and techniques
appropriate for different categories of adults,
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also realize not only that adults are unequally prepared
with divergent backgrounds,

interests and attitudes,

that they also have fixed perceptions.

but

Consequently,

everything that museums convey must be fitted into an
already existing frame of reference.

Often adults must be

retaught in order to change their perceptions

(Zetterberg,

1969).

Current Theories On The Development of Adult
Programs in Museums

The museum will thrive to the degree that it
serves people.
The strength of the museum comes
from the fact that it is a special place where
people can confront, first hand, records of things
that have come to matter in human experience
(Chapman, 1982, p. 48).

Exhibitions
An art museum is a unique environment for teaching
adults as
and to

it gives them the opportunity to encounter objects

find meaning in the objects.

interpretation of objects
the values,

A large part of the

in a museum is already shaped by

attitudes and assumptions of those who choose

and arrange the objects

(Weil,

1990) .

An important aspect

of museum education is the way in which an exhibition is
presented.

An exhibition to be educational must have a

theme and structure that will enable visitors to pursue the
chronological development or exposition of a group or
movement.

A lack of structure in the exhibition or in the
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educational presentation makes

it difficult for the visitor

to know what he or she wants to get out of the museum
experience

(Rice,

1989;

Loomis,

1987).

One of the most important factors
exhibition is

in planning an

for curators and educators to define the goals

of the exhibition in terms or objectives that are
measurable.

Curators and educators should question what

impact the exhibition is to have on visitors and how this
impact is to be achieved.

Some of the objectives

for

educational purposes should include how many and what
objects will be used and their placement in the gallery
spaces as well as various interpretive aids

(Loomis,

1987).

Adult Interests
Another consideration for museum educators in planning
a museum education experience for adults

is that adults

already are interested in achieving a greater understanding
into universal truths,
science,
culture

the beautiful,

and new interpretations
(Morgan,

Holmes,

Bundy,

the mysteries of

in music,
1960).

art,

history and

Educators should

also remember that adults already have a rich foundation in
life's experience and any new material they learn takes on
more meaning if it relates to past experiences
1984).

(Knowles,

Adults need to be presented with a variety of

reactions to and interactions with the world and with other
human beings

(Gaston,

1984;

Chapman,
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Adult Education Needs
If part of the purpose of adult art education is selfrealization,

forging human relationships,

responsibility,
knowledge,

and civic

adults also need to be taught basic

abilities,

skills and understanding about art.

Without this adults will not be able to acquire general
thinking ability,
attitudes,
Bundy,

increase their interest,

ideals and judgment about art

1960).

or improve their

(Morgan,

People do not instinctively understand the

style or content of art.
medium are not a natural

The symbols depicted in the art
language.

to a museum are not literate in art

Therefore,
(Rice,

most visitors

1989).

Education programs must supply information,
attention,

Holmes,

focus

and present background data which allows the

subject to be seen in relation to its past and present
contexts as well as to the learner's own experience.

Museum

educators must also create an educational environment that
arouses curiosity and openness,
all.

and invites learning for

But most of all education in museums must provide

visitors with skills,

attitudes and empowering ideas that

enable them to experience art with insight and
pleasure

(Yenawine,

appropriate

1988).

instructional

Art,

presented through the

strategies and in an

interdisciplinary and humanistic manner,
adult to explore,

participate,

1982;

Jensen,

1982).
18

invite the

and gain a deeper

understanding of the human experience
Chapman,

will

(Caston,

1984;

Adult Aesthetic Development
One of the most striking findings in a recent study by
Abigail Housen

(1983)

on aesthetic development is not only

that aesthetic development continues across the life span,
but also that maturity appears to be a necessity for the
higher stages of aesthetic experience.
Housen categorizes the viewer's progress in aesthetic
development through five stages in which there is a shift
from egocentric perception as a means for understanding art
to a multi-leveled approach.

In Stage I the mode of

functioning appears to be making random observations guided
by personal and idiosyncratic observations.

At Stage II the

viewer is trying to build a framework for looking at works
of art.

Usually,

the viewer builds this framework by

matching the work to his own set of experiences.

Stage III

finds the viewer interested in the classification of the
work of art.

The viewer realizes that the work reflects the

intentions of the artist,

who in turn is a product of a

variety of sociological influences.
clues

(the formal elements of line,

composition)

in this stage.

The viewer analyzes the
color,

shapes and

The viewer in Stage IV is

interested in responding to a work of art in a very
individualized and immediate way.

He values his own

emotional response to and perception of the content of the
art.

By Stage V the viewer treats the object as if it had a

life of its own.
ways,

The work is looked at in many different

from different perspectives and with each new
19
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encounter colored by past insights.
faculties,

senses,

thoughts and emotions.

based on what he sees, what he knows,
viewer reconstructs,
himself"

(Housen,

The viewer uses all his

again and anew,

1983,

p.

"In the end,

and what he feels,

the

the work of art for

11).

This study is important background for measuring and
planning adult learning experiences in museums as its data
analysis showed an effect of age on aesthetic development.
The mean age for each stage shows that Stage I corresponds
to 19.5 years,
years,

Stage I/II to 21.6 years,

Stage III to 29.8 years,

Stage IV to 40.8 years,

Stage II to 27.4

Stage III/IV to 34.3 years,

and Stage V to 60.0 years.

This sequence of mean age strongly suggests that
aesthetic stages are developmental and that age appears to
be a necessity for the higher stages of aesthetic
experience.

Housen also found that high aesthetic exposure

had the greatest impact on aesthetic development,
greater than the impact of age

(Housen,

1983, p.

even
186).

These results alone should encourage museum education
departments to develop appropriate programs and learning
techniques in order to serve adults who are at the highest
stage of aesthetic development.

Teaching Skills
Of course,

all the above is useless unless excellent

teaching skills are involved.

Great teaching in a museum

must demonstrate an intimate knowledge and appreciation of
20
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the subject,

an ability to communicate,

inspiration,

and a commitment to the audience and their

ability to learn.

enthusiasm,

The learning experience must also be

structured and must involve a variety of cognitive,
affective and psychomotor learning experiences in order to
engage the whole viewer with the objects and context
(Loomis,

1987;

Wolf,

1985).

Orientation
In designing a model/framework for adult education,
of the most necessary links

in the educational component to

the museum and subject components
in attention-directing,
for visitors

1983;

is orientation.

Research

focusing devices and pre-instruction

in a museum points to the critical role

orientation plays
Koran,

one

in enhancing visitor learning

Gennaro,

1981).

the visitor with skills

(Koran and

Orientation needs to prepare

in art literacy as well as arouse a

certain degree of interest and excitement.
balanced amount of information,

By providing a

the design of the

orientation must merge the interpretive possibilities with
the conceptual and aesthetic goals of the exhibit

(Wolf,

1985).
A slide presentation is especially suitable for
orientation in the model

for adult education in a museum.

relatively simple program can be produced in-house with
inexpensive equipment.
the large small,

Slides have the facility of making

the small large,
21

of bringing the remote
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close at hand and multiplying the unique.

A slide

presentation can also convey background information and
compare paintings from different periods or cultures.
Other orientation learning experiences for adults are
provided in audio-visual presentation and the audio
cassette.

These in combination with good labels and an

inquiry/discussion tour provide one of the best education
models for adult learning in a museum.

Audio-visual

presentations and audio-cassettes do not take the place of
art,

but they do provide background and interpretations of

the art.

They can stimulate interest,

teaching tools,
curiosity,

add variety to

promote understanding and intellectual

contribute to longer retention of learning,

and

give new concepts of things outside ordinary experience
(Morgan,

Holmes,

Bundy,

1960).

Methodology
Slide,

audio,

cassette,

and label presentations are all

useful and important orientation tools for adult education
in museums,

but ideally they should be combined with the

experience of having visitors actively engaged in looking,
thinking and reflecting on the art object itself.
artist's perception,

concepts and values,

The

and the style in

which he expressed them are only met by a participatory
presentation in which adults are encouraged and asked
questions that provoke them to look,
reflect

(Rice,

1986).
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Jerome Bruner's theory of learning based on discovery
methods,

which in turn is built on John Dewey's philosophy

of experiential learning, would suggest that the best
process for adult learning in a gallery would be the
discovery process which includes contrasting and comparing
information,
problems.

participating in activities,

and solving

The best technique that can initiate adults to

interactive learning is the inquiry/discussion method.
Adults,

like youth,

learn by doing and discussion provides

for participation.

Program Content
Just as important as developing teaching tools for the
educator is developing programs that interest adults.
Knox

(1981)

Alan

states that it is important for museums to

develop programs for adults with humanistic themes.
in reassessing their goals at middle age,
interested in themselves,

Adults,

are more

their personal sense of history,

and they are interested in the humanistic and historical
approach to life

(Knox,

1981).

The strength in museum

programs for adults lies in this ability to relate the
museum's collections to the lives of people with the
interdisciplinary/humanities approach rather than present
the collections from the art/historical approach
and Schnee,

(Heffernan

1981).

One way to meet this adult interest is to place art in
the humanistic framework.

Adult learning tends to be
23
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life-centered,

and art is a powerful avenue towards

understanding mankind and society
presented without a contextual

(Knox,

1984).

An artifact

framework tells us little

about who made it and out of what,

how it works and how it

relates to and reflects the meaning of the society that
produced it

(Rosenberg,

1981).

"To comprehend the values,

basic needs and attitudes of our ancestors towards nature,
man and the human environment,

it is necessary to bring

together the word and the picture with the object in a
humanistic endeavor that enhances man's understanding of
himself"

(Rosenberg,

1981,

p.

30).

Only by presenting the

broad context of human experience will museum educators
bring objects and concepts alive

(Collins,

1984).

Art and artifacts were made to express man's nature,
beliefs,

religion and philosophy.

product of need,

an idea,

a plan,

"An artifact is the
a product.

The things

produced by and used by a culture are both a measure and
metaphor of that culture"

(Nye,

1984,

museums must do is to instruct adults
read objects

p.

8).

What

in learning how to

in order to understand what they tell them

about society.

Conclusion

In conclusion,

the basic components that museum

educators need to be successful

in teaching adults how to

learn about art are for them to create a sense of optimism
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that their programs can close a proficiency gap,

define the

context in which educational activities will occur,
their objectives and experiences,

define

and put together effective

learning activities that deal with humanistic values and
attitudes.

Adults need to spend time with art in order to

get to know it.

If museum educators give adults the skills

and tools to look at art,
learning in the arts
ed.,

1984;
Or,

Knowles,

adults can pursue lifelong

in a self-directed way
Collins,

ed.,

(Knox,

Collins,

1984).

as Malcolm Knowles states,

adult education must be

lifelong to avoid the catastrophe of human obsolescence.
The

future will have so much change that our society has an

obligation to help people to continue to change throughout
their lives.

The basic skill that institutions need to

teach is the skill of inquiry.
learn on their own,

If adults are taught to

they will be able to continue on the

path of lifelong education

(Knowles,

Collins,

ed.,

1984).

Current Research on Adult Education in Museums

Other research done in the museum field in the last
twenty years has proven that participants of varying
interpretation techniques in exhibitions have shown an
increased emotional experience and understanding of works of
art.

Adult visitors to an art exhibition can be taught to

think about objects

in a historical or cultural context by

increasing their art literacy and by encouraging their own
25
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reactions,

feelings,

and opinions

(Loomis,

1987).

This past

research is significant for the present study in that it has
proven that adults do learn from controlled learning
experiences
C.

G.

Milwaukee,

in museums.
Screven,

at the University of Wisconsin,

and several

of his students did research on

learning in an art exhibition in which there is
communication with and feedback from the exhibition.
In 1970 C.

G.

Screven published The Application of

Programmed Learning and Teaching Systems Procedures
Instruction in a Museum Environment.

for

The hypothesis

for

Screven's research was that in order for learning to occur
in a museum exhibition,

the visitor has to respond to some

sort of communication in the exhibit and receive feedback
regarding the efficacy of his response.

Visitors to a

museum exhibition used three different types of presentation
on an audio cassette.
lecture.

One group listened to a presentation

This group scored higher on the post-test than

individuals who just walked through the exhibit.
group used an audio cassette that asked questions,
for thought and response,
answer.

Another
paused

and then gave the visitor the

The third group were asked questions,

restart the cassette at will.

and could

The effectiveness of these

devices was evaluated by means of pre- and post-tests.
The response method produced significantly higher
post-test scores than the lecture method,
apparent differences

but there were no

in learning between the two variations
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of the question and response method.

Screven also used a

fourth method in which a punchboard was designed to use with
the cassette player.

When the correct answer was given,

cassette automatically restarted.
learning,

the

This system also improved

but was no more successful than the other question

methods.
Screven concluded that the project supported his
position that in order to reach the museum visitor and to
extend the complexity and depth of the material to be
communicated by museum exhibitions,
over activities
necessary

some sort of control

in relation to specific learning goals is

(Screven,

1970).

Burton Stuart Silberglitt

(1972),

in The Use of Audio

and Prosthetic Devices To Improve and Evaluate Exhibit
Effectiveness.

refined Screven's research on the effects of

using cassettes with feedback as to the efficacy of visitor
response.
art,

In an exhibition on the development of modern

Silberglitt used a cassette recorder with a switchbox

and button

(earphones were dispensed with)

of visitors.

to assist a group

This group scored higher on a post-test than

other visitors who toured without a tape or labels.
Silberglitt also used a

free "standing game" machine that

gave out free play tokens towards souvenirs,

contingent upon

visitor response.
The experimental design entailed a ten question
post-test administered to two groups before they entered the
exhibition,

and to four other groups after they were
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subjected to the exhibition under varying conditions:
exhibit only;

L)

audio cassette;

labels and exhibition;
LR)

LT)

machine and exhibit.

E)

exhibit and

The results were

that the LT and LR groups out-performed the other groups.
This research confirmed Silberglitt's concept that
visitors do learn from museum exhibitions if they are
directed in some way to seek information.

In this

particular research it was demonstrated that if museum
visitors use audio and recycling response learning

(engaging

in some sort of response with a reward contingent
situation),

they can learn and outperform others

(Silberglitt,

1972).

Dan Fazzine's

(1972)

As A Learning Environment:

research,

published in The Museum

A Self-Motivating,

Learning System For The Museum Visitor,

Recycling,

used experimental,

observational and survey studies to evaluate learning in a
specific exhibition.
use of a free

The experimental study involved the

"standing game"

multiple-choice questions.

console which presented

The observational study recorded

visitor behavior toward the target exhibition.
consisted of a questionnaire which visitors
leaving the exhibit.
to the initial

The survey

filled out after

A one-way analysis of variance applied

scores revealed a reliable difference in

treatment variance.

The analysis

indicated that reducing

the amount of feedback had a deteriorative effect on
learning with the first game that visitors played.

The

research suggests that visitors do learn to use information
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gained from previous questions to improve their scores.
Fazzine concluded that exhibits without the benefit of
external

learning support are generally ineffective

environments
changes

for producing learning or attitude

(Fazzine,

1972).

In The Efficacy of Three Visitor Learning Support
Systems

In Producing Cognitive and Affective Outcomes In An

Art Museum,

Robert Anthony Lakota

(1975)

researched the

effects of four learning systems which constituted the
experimental conditions.

Each system was designed to

enhance learning from the exhibition.
pretest and instructions to visitors;
organizer in the form of a tour map;
the

The systems were:
2)
3)

an advanced
an active review in

form of post questions with feedback;

questions with non-corrective feedback,
related material,
statements.

and 4)

embedded

presented after the

along with specific attention-directing

In order to measure cognitive learning,

multiple choice test was given.
learning,

1)

a

To measure affective

verbal responses were evaluated.

Behavioral

learning was monitored by the selection and purchase of an
art postcard.

The results of the cognitive measures were

that 1 through 4 did enable the majority of subjects to
effectively program their own inspection activities and
learn.

The affective results were that only the audio

produced a shift toward valuing the art exhibited.
In conclusion,

Lakota believes that the audio system

must make its message interactive and exhibit dependent.
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This must be done through the use of attention-directing
statements and questions about what is being viewed rather
than a narrative that would make sense removed from the
exhibit or in the presence of the exhibition.

Lakota also

states that the museum environment must be arranged in such
a way that it increases the probabilities of eliciting and
reinforcing effective inspection activities.
results of Lakota's study indicated,

though,

The final
that a variety

of museum learning support systems are effective in
supporting the attainment of both cognitive and affective
objectives

for visitors

(Lakota,

1975).

Other research on the effectiveness of museums,
was broader in scope,

was the immense study of Minda Borun.

In Measuring The Immeasurable:
Effectiveness.

Borun

in five areas.

1)

which

(1977)

A Pilot Study of Museum

researched museum effectiveness

Attitudinal change and information

transfer were measured by means of a multiple choice test.
The results were:

cognitive,

scores over pre-test scores;
museum),

a clear increase in post-test
and attitude

(toward the

a decrease from the pre- to post-test.

2)

Effectiveness of visitor orientation was measured by quiz
score and attitude changes.

The results were:

questions and

question sheets produced an increase in both attitude and
scores.

3)

Effectiveness of exhibits.

The results were:

that the museum was effective in teaching basic science
concepts,

but less with respect to the affective goals

of stimulating and developing curiosity,
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interest in science

t

and positive attitudes toward science.
results were:

most were local,

were:

5)

The

with families;

had come primarily for

and spent 1-3 hours.

visitors were school groups.

Visitors.

non members,

had come to see the whole museum;
entertainment;

4)

The most frequent

School groups.

grades 4-6 were most prevalent

(Borun,

The results

1977).

There has also been important research completed on the
effectiveness of various

interpretive methods on the amount

of knowledge gained through different museum exhibitions.
Donald S.

Warder,

Bonnie Raile and Tom Bachanan,

(1981)

in Knowledge Retention and Satisfaction From The
Interpretive Methods at Fort Laramee Historic Site,
researched the effectiveness of interpretation versus no
interpretation.

The experimental subjects received

interpretation.

The control group did not receive

interpretation.

The t test was used to examine the

differences
groups.

in the knowledge scale scores between the two

The results indicated a significant increase in

knowledge for interpretive participants
Bachanan,

(Warder,

Raile and

1981).

In A Comparative Study of Two Methods of Conducting
Docent Tours

in an Art Museum.

Adrienne L.

Horn

(1980)

evaluated what was the most effective touring technique to
use with adults.

The purpose of her study was to determine

whether adult visitors taking a lecture tour enjoyed their
experience more than adult visitors taking an
inquiry/discussion tour.

Half of the visitors were given
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lecture tours.
tours.

The other half were given inquiry/discussion

A questionnaire was given for visitors to rate their

enjoyment of the two tours.
"enjoyment"

The results were that the mean

scores of the inquiry/discussion groups were

significantly higher than the mean scores of the lecture
group.

Yet individuals taking the lecture tour also enjoyed

the experience

(Horn,

1980).

Research that measured the effectiveness of two types
of symbol

systems,

video versus words,

was

important

background in formulating the design of this present study.
Janet Landay and R.

Gary Bridge

(1982)

effectiveness of two presentation formats,
wall panel presentations.
to measure the

assessed the
video tape and

The study's objectives were:

1)

impact of each exhibit format on the amount

of time visitors spent in the exhibition,

and how they

divided their time among the other four non-experimental
panel presentations;

2)

to measure the effectiveness of

panel and videotape alone and in combination;

3)

to measure

the effectiveness of panel and videotape on the viewer's
enjoyment of the exhibit;

and 4)

to measure the

effectiveness of the panel and videotape on the visitor's
learning.

After collecting data from the questionnaires and

from observation of the different treatments,
Bridge concluded:

1)

Landay and

people do learn from wall panels and

videotape presentations;

and 2)

different media have

different effects.

The video presentations convey

information as well

if not better than wall panels.
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study implies that multiple presentations of the same
information will
effective tool

increase learning and are a highly

in exhibitions.

It also emphasizes the need

to design exhibits to reach more than one kind of person
with combinations of interpretive presentation to reach the
general

audience

(Landay and Bridge,

1982).

In selecting the members of the Berkshire Museum who
participated in the study on the effectiveness of slides
versus a gallery presentation versus a combined treatment of
slides and a gallery presentation,
Ross J.

Patterson B.

Williams and

Loomis's survey of the general museum audience was

an interesting contrast.
Williams and Loomis
museum audiences

(1983)

did a survey to define

in The Visitor and the Denver Art

Museum—Learning About the Denver Art Museum Audience:
Survey.

A

From this survey Williams and Loomis found that the

Denver Museum audience was a broad cross section of the
public in the Denver area.

Consequently,

they concluded

that exhibitions and interpretation in general should be
aimed at a fairly broad public.

One important implication

from their survey was that the first-time experience with
art should be highly structured in order to help visitors
build confidence in their abilities to understand and enjoy
art

(Williams and Loomis,

1983).

The effectiveness of orientation and labeling in a
museum exhibition has also been researched.
Koran,

Lehman,

Shafer and Koran
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The study of

on "The Relative

y

\

Effectiveness of Pre- and Post-Attention Directing Devices
On Learning From A

'Walk Through Exhibit'"

supports the

importance of pre-instruction to enhance learning from a
museum visit.

A wall panel before entering an exhibit was

found to be more effective in the acquisition of conceptual
and factual knowledge than an exit panel
Shafer and Koran,

(Koran,

Lehman,

1983).

In a study to determine what kind of exhibit has the
greatest effect on museum visitor behavior in terms of
knowledge gain,

attitudinal change,

holding power and interaction.

attracting power,

Bob Peart

(1984),

Impact of Exhibit Type in Knowledge Gain,

in "The

Attitudes and

Behavior,"

concludes that exhibitions significantly increase

knowledge,

and that concrete exhibit types

and label)

have the most significant effect.

(object,

Peart used four different types of exhibits:
alone;

2)

object and label;

label and sound.
critical.

label alone;

and 4)

1)

object

object,

The results were that labels are

A good label

increases knowledge gain,

power and holding power.
knowledge gain.

3)

sound

attracting

Its absence significantly reduces

But a combination that involves senses and

the real object improves attracting and holding power and
interaction

(Peart,

1984).
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CHAPTER III

SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS STUDY

Although significant research has been done since 1970
in museum education,
Psychology,

C.

G.

Screven,

Department of

University of Wisconsin,

Milwaukee,

issued a

report in 1985 that proclaimed that much more research was
needed to be done in examining hypotheses under controlled
conditions to predict reliably what museum visitors will or
will not learn,

perceive,

feel and do in a given situation.

One of the areas Screven described as needing more research
was the

impact of exhibitions on the viewer’s understanding

of facts,

basic relationships,

concepts,

principles,

historical connections,

belief systems,

applications skills,

ways of handling information and emotion and attitudes.
other areas

Two

in which research is needed are the design of

exhibitions and orientation and advance organizers

(Screven,

1985) .
E.

D.

Gennora also supports that more research needs to

be done about orientation and how it can be effectively
applied for the unguided visitors.

Gennora believes that

what visitors experience before museum visits or before
seeing a specific exhibition affects visitor expectations,
perceptions and learning

(Gennora,

It follows logically,

then,

exploratory study is that it will
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that the importance of this
investigate the

effectiveness of two different symbol systems and
presentation methods on the learning experiences of adults
over 40 years old in a museum environment.

This will

explore the need for more research under controlled
conditions as to the impact of different symbol systems and
presentations on the viewers1
concepts,

understanding of facts,

and their emotions and attitudes.

The study will

also investigate the effect of orientation on learning.

Research on Symbol Systems

Other scholars
the

in media and symbols also acknowledge

importance of researching what information different

symbol

systems convey to the viewer.

states that it

Larry Gross

(1974)

is only through competence in the modes of

symbolic behavior that man transcends private experience and
achieves a modicum of creative mastery over his environment.
Consequently,

educators must devise educational systems

which permit and encourage the acquisition of the widest
possible range of symbolic competence
"Visual

(Gross,

1974,

p.

56).

images and symbols are capable of communicating and

expressing meaningful
in any other mode"

information that cannot be formulated

(Gross,

1974,

p.

68).

Many scholars concur that the viewer needs to develop
the tools to use symbols systems
enjoy art.

in order to understand and

"The fidelity of a symbol

system depends upon

the accuracy of the information about the world that can be
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obtained
system"

from knowing how to use and understand the
(Gardner,

only does

and Perkins,

symbol

understand what

system of art,

information

in which

symbols

is

or non-notational.

silhouette

seen

notational

system

gallery

seen as

symbol
its

is

nuances

in

its

physical

symbols

p.

as

.

.

the

sign

form become central

gallery

setting

dimensions but

.

and view

it"

.

.

rather

symbol

is part

of a

in an art

subtleties

of

constituents

what
its

systems.

"a picture

same picture hung

and the particular way

to process

instance,

highly non-notational:

of

need to

conveyed by various

For

Not

read and

but museums

a traffic warning
.

38).

are presented can make a

notational

contour,

1974,

the viewer have to know how to use,

understand the

The way

Howard,

is

crucial

relation to

of the
is

not

other

in which the perceiver elects

(Gardner,

Howard,

Perkins,

1974,

p.

39) .
Learning always

occurs through some

its

through a

system that places high demands upon

literacy

in that medium"

Olsen and

Bruner

degree to which
substitute

is

"information

(Olsen and Bruner,

representations,

in

symbolic

Different

symbols

but they are never complete.

that the viewer must develop

using knowledge

about

symbols.
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is

1974,

also believe that there are

for experience.

information,

but

interaction

with the world and
symbolic

symbols,

form of

conveyed

p.

limits

141).
in the

systems,
convey

What

is

can
some

important

for acquiring and

1

Rudolf Arnheim theorizes on the different experiences
the learner has with the recorded image versus the direct
experience with the subject.

Reality invites active

participation by exploring it.
hand,

The image,

on the other

lets and makes the viewer see what he would not see

otherwise,

but it also transforms the events of reality into

objects of contemplation

(Arnheim,

1974,

p.

183).

The same principle applies when looking at art in a
gallery and looking at art in a slide.
observer can move across,

In a gallery an

around or through an object.

Arnheim feels that slides are not a substitute for scanning
the panorama of a landscape,

but that slides do have a

purpose in initiating or controlling the process of
exploring.

In a slide lecture one can direct the glance of

the viewer to relevant items.

Verbal descriptions will pick

out and make explicit certain relations between parts which
the picture itself may not isolate or stress so clearly
(Arnheim,

1974,

p.

197).

Slides also enlarge details and

disclose a variability of style easily overlooked under the
impact of the picture as a whole.
Arnheim advocates a combination of pictures and
lectures when the visual is the leading part and is merely
supported by the commentary.

Words should never duplicate

what the picture tells.

They should amplify or explain,

preferably by questions,

and dialogue,

from the freshness,
(Arnheim,

1974,

p.

rather than take away

directness and originality of the images
210).
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Gavriel Salomon reiterates that particular symbols are
selected to transmit particular messages.

Differences of

effect can also occur as a result of varying the spatial
arrangement of a visual presentation.

For example, putting

two visual displays side by side tends to activate
comparisons and discrimination.

The information derived

from this arrangement is different from visuals presented
successively.

Salomon also believes that a medium such as

art conveys specific information according to the nature of
the educational task and the receivers'
(Salomon,

1974,

p.

skills and knowledge

393).

In answer to the question of whether the same meaning
is obtained when the same idea is represented in two
different symbol systems,
different the media,
meaning.

Salomon says that the more

the more different will be the obtained

"No media variable

.

.

learners in one or the same way .
different competence,

.

affects all groups of
.

.

Learners have

skills and goals in handling the

symbol system represented"

(Salomon,

1974,

p.

396).

In relation to this study of whether slides or original
works of art are more effective in teaching adults about the
style and content of art,

Salomon concludes that a medium

should be used that has the inherent characteristics to:
affect particular mental activities;
extraction of critical information;

2)
3)

lead to the
match the

requirements of the educational task; and 4)
characteristics of the learner
39
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match the

1974,

p.

398).

1)

I

Conclusion

From the above scholarship,

it is obvious that museum

educators should understand which medium is better suited to
represent the desired information which they wish to
convey.

In other words,

it is important to study whether

slides can be used as an educational tool to arouse
attention,

and to develop skills in order to have a more

critical appreciation of the original works of art.

Can the

viewer learn the language and extract more information from
the original art by using slides?
learn from slides,

What does the viewer

from the original works of art,

and from

a combination of slides and original works of art?

Are the

viewer's curiosity,

self-confidence,

enjoyment and

understanding provoked more by the inquiry/discussion
gallery presentation versus the slide presentation?

Those

are some of the questions which this exploratory study
proposes to investigate.
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CHAPTER IV

DESIGN

The cyclical interaction between a work of
art and a viewer remains an unverbalized
experience which begs for analysis and measurement
even as it defies standard measurement procedures
(Housen, 1983, p. 2).

For thousands of years philosophers have sought a
definition of the aesthetic experience and a better
understanding of the effect of art upon the cognitive and
affective development of the human mind

(Housen,

1983).

Today as museums seek to assess the effectiveness of
different aesthetic experiences in order to have a better
understanding of what adults learn in museums,
being done under two different paradigms:
scientific,

and the subjective,

research is

the objective,

naturalistic paradigms.

the aesthetic experience is both cognitive and affective,
would appear that in order to complete a definitive
measurement,

research in museum studies must combine the

scientific and naturalistic paradigms.
Wolf and Gardner

(1980)

write about studies

in

aesthetic experience which
presuppose a separation which does not actually
exist.
Thus, we have discussed cognitive and
affective as if they were two separable and
separate realms; whereas, in truth, cognitive and
affective aspects are so intertwined that any
attempt to tease them apart can only be defended
on pedagogical grounds (Wolf and Gardner, 1980, p.
75) .
41
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Michael Quinn Patton

(1975)

also suggests that the

dominant paradigm of quantitative methodology should
consider the qualitative paradigm.

Patten stresses that

evaluation strategy must be matched to the nature and needs
of the evaluation problem and program setting.

He feels

that the scientific and naturalistic paradigms have
different strengths and weaknesses, but the observer cannot
fully understand human behavior without the empathy and
sympathetic introspection derived from personal encounters.
Consequently,

Patten reinforces Screven's desire to bring

the mind and feeling back into the center of evaluation
research.

(Screven believes that it is tragic for social

sciences to refuse to treat their own behavior as data from
which one can learn.)

(Screven,

1972)

The design chosen for this study is exploratory in
nature.

In the attempt to evaluate suggestive findings and

interesting differences between three dissimilar treatments
(slides,
adults,

gallery and slide and gallery presentations)

on

statistics were used to help clarify and organize

the data in a meaningful way.
The implications from this exploratory study will
possibly provide valuable differences from which a
definitive,

scientific paradigm and a naturalistic paradigm

can be developed.
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Procedures Leading to Exploratory Study

Exhibition Formation
The artifact is a social document, but the
historian has tended to ignore this primary source
in his preoccupation with printed and manuscript
material.
He has consulted only one-half of our
memory of the past (Fleming, 1958, p. 276).

If the artifact is a social document and museums are a
learning environment,

a museum exhibition should be

organized to have definite educational goals that can be
evaluated.

In order to explore what adults learn from

different symbol systems in this study,

an educational

exhibition entitled "A Return to Arcadia:

Nineteenth Century

Berkshire County Landscapes" was organized.
which comprised 74 paintings, watercolors,
and ephemera,

This exhibit,
drawings,

books

included most of the major American landscape

painters in the nineteenth century.

The earliest painting

in the exhibition was by Thomas Cole and entitled A View of
Mt.

Hoosac and Pontoosuc Lake,

near Pittsfield, Mass,

1834.

Other important artists and paintings in the exhibition
included:
1847,

Frederic Edwin Church, View near Stockbridge,

and Autumn,

1847,

and preparatory drawings for these

paintings; John Kensett,
1855; Asher B.

Durand,

three versions of Bash Bish Falls,

Bash Bish Falls.

trees done near Bash Bish,
Hills.

1848,

drawings of

and Scene Among the Berkshire

1872; George Inness,

Hills of Berkshire,

1861,

Storm Clouds,

Berkshire,

In the Berkshires,
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1868,

1847,

and 1878;

Arthur Parton,

ggepg

tht ilGuSfc tonic River,

qa

lesser known artisto Aaron draper Bhnttuck,
Anthon Henry Wenzler,
Bunyon Bristol,

Hugh Bolton Jones,

and Charles Knapp.

1B85?

Abbott Thayer,

Thomas Craig,

farms,

cows,

sky and similar content.

valleys,

The artists

all imposed an idealized view on the Berkshires.
painted it as a bucolic,

John

All of the landscapes

had the same subject matter—the Berkshire hills,
rivers,

and

They

pastoral oasis in which man and

nature lived in balance and harmony—arcadia.

There is

little evidence of the industry that also existed there
during the nineteenth century except in one painting by
Anthon Wenzler.

The artistic style in the landscapes

changed from one that was Romantic to one that was
influenced by the French Barbizon School and the
Impressionists.
The exhibition was on view at the Berkshire Museum from
March 31 to August 26,

1990,

and a variety of education

programs for both students and adults were developed to
complement the exhibit.

The education design for the

exhibit specified goals and objectives which placed
paintings into focus areas related to these goals and
objectives.
2)

The focus areas were:

Patronage 3)

1)

Place and Perception

Peers and the Barbizon School.

The education goal was to present art as a social
document of the culture of the nineteenth century.

By

emphasizing that all the major nineteenth century American
landscape painters worked in the Berkshires,
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education

programs were developed to instruct viewers on the reasons
artists returned to America's arcadian past.

The objectives

were developed to meet the audience's desire to learn from
an interdisciplinary approach to history and culture.
In order to present education programs which could
examine the landscapes as an embodiment of culture,

the

program design focused on the geography of Berkshire County,
its pastoral/arcadian qualities,
American writers and patrons,

the importance of the major

and the change in artistic

style from the beginning to the end of the nineteenth
century.

This design enabled the development of a slide

lecture and gallery presentation used for this study.

Slide and Gallery Presentation
Both the slide presentation and the gallery
presentation centered around the works of art in the
exhibition,

"A Return to Arcadia:

Berkshire County Landscapes."

Nineteenth Century

The thesis of the

presentation was that most of the leading nineteenth century
American artists went to the Berkshires in order to paint
landscapes that embodied their social,
environmental,

and spiritual concerns.

political,
Art is always a

reflection of the culture which produced it.
painted in the Berkshires,
leading intellectuals,

The landscapes

by the leading artists for the

writers or other members of the elite

in the nineteenth century,

reflected their dissatisfaction

with the encroaching industrialization and materialism on
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the pastoral/agrarian life in America.
promoting a return to arcadia,

These artists were

a pastoral/agrarian way of

life in which man and nature lived in balance and harmony.
The presentations began with the geography of Berkshire
County,

which gave Berkshire County a history distinct from

the Commonwealth in general and its people a different
character and life from those of their ancestors.
geography,

The

which included the Taconic Mountain range and the

Berkshire Barrier, made the western part of Massachusetts,
the Berkshires,

isolated and a place by itself.

(The

exhibit displayed an 1856 map of Berkshire County.)

The

first settlers in Massachusetts considered it "a howling
wilderness," and only the Mahican Indians used it for
hunting and fishing.

The Indians were also the first

permanent settlers in the region until the English desired
more land and protection from the French in the 1730s.
Another point of discussion in the presentations was the
establishment of the Congregational Church in the Berkshires
and its influence on the first settlers in making them a
conservative group of hardworking farmers.
the Berkshires as a conservative,

This image of

pastoral reserve was

promoted by Elkanah Watson, who moved to the Berkshires to
raise Merino sheep and subseguently started the first
Agricultural Fair in the United States in 1810.
Other factors in promoting the Berkshires as an
agrarian preserve in the nineteenth century were:

1)

the

American writers Catharine Sedgwick and William Cullen
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Bryant

(portraits of them were in the exhibition), who wrote

of the Berkshires and encouraged others to escape to the
area's peace and beauty;

2)

the Berkshire Jubilee,

a

celebration in 1844 which brought back many "famous sons" to
the Berkshires,

and also advocated a return to nature for

moral and spiritual renewal
the exhibition);

3)

(the record of this event was in

the development in the Berkshires of a

second-home community of "well to do" Americans, who wanted
to emulate the aristocrats in Europe by building estates
which could reflect their "conspicuous consumption"

(touring

books and souvenirs were in the exhibition);

the

artists'

and 4)

desire to seek wealthy patrons who wanted scenes of

the Berkshires

(most of the landscapes in the exhibition

were done for second-home owners or tourists).
After establishing the social and geographical
conditions,

which gave the Berkshire hills and valleys the

image of being a reserve of arcadia in which man could still
live in balance with nature,

the landscapes which embodied

the content of an "arcadian Berkshire" were viewed and
discussed.

Beginning with the first artist in the

Berkshires,

Thomas Cole,

the presentation discussed the

style and content of his idealized view of the Berkshires in
the painting,
Pittsfield.

View of Mt.

Mass..

1834.

Hoosac and Pontoosuc Lake near
Cole's philosophy and leadership

among other nineteenth century artists were discussed with
his portrait

(in the exhibition)

by Asher B.

Durand.

was concerned about the effects of civilization on the
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forests and land in America as well on man's spirit.)
Frederic Edwin Church,

Cole's

famous student,

and his

paintings View near Stockbridge and Autumn plus drawings and
sketches,

were compared to Cole in regards to style and

content.

The landscape View near Stockbridge was also

presented as the embodiment of the arcadian ideal and
demonstrated the

influence of patrons.

transatlantic cable fame,

Cyrus Field,

of

had commissioned Church to paint

this landscape of his rural childhood home.
Other landscapes,

which showed in a realistic style the

beauty of nature and its conceptual value as the embodiment
of the spiritual,
Bash Bish Falls,

were John Kensett's three landscapes of
and Asher B.

Durand's Bash Bish Falls and

Scene Among the Berkshire Hills.

The change of style which

occurred in American art around the 1860s was seen in
landscapes by George Inness.
Berkshire Hills of 1868

His two landscapes In the

and 1878 demonstrated the change

from a realistic and detailed view of nature to a more
subjective and abstract one.
Shattuck,

Arthur Parton,

Bunyon Bristol,
Melrose,

With the landscapes of Aaron

Thomas Craig,

Hugh Bolton Jones,

Abbott Thayer,

Charles Knapp,

John

and Andrew

the participants were introduced to landscapes that

continued to have arcadia as their subject matter,

but which

progressively showed the influence of the French Barbizon
School

and the Impressionists on style in American art.

The main difference

in the slide presentation and the

gallery presentation was that the slide presentation was a
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straight,

formal

lecture.

The slide presentation was given

in a dimly lighted auditorium where there were no
distractions other than the presenter and the slides on the
screen.

As each slide of the presentation was viewed,

presenter discussed historical background,
which the painting was composed,
content.

the

the style in

and the subject matter and

A pointer was used to direct the viewer to a

specific detail of style or area of the subject matter.
Whenever possible,

slide comparisons were used to illustrate

similarities or differences
content,

and the actual

in style,

subject matter and

site of the landscape.

Often the

cultural context of the landscape was complemented by
comparing the landscape painting with the appropriate
artist,

patron or writer.

The gallery presentation was less formal and invited
the participants to discuss their cognitive and affective
reactions to the art.

The gallery participants were

encouraged to compare and contrast different landscapes or
other works of art which hung together in the exhibition.
Several times the presenter asked the participants to react
to the landscape without presenting any material on its
historical and stylistic background.

It was often difficult

for the participants to zero in on details or to analyze
style.

With sixteen participants

in the other,

in one group and seventeen

it was impossible for all participants to

gather near the works of art.

There was more discussion on

content and subject matter than style.
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also distracted by cases containing books and other ephemera
or by other works of art in the exhibition.

Another

distraction in the gallery presentation was participants
chatting with each other.

Subj ects
Two hundred letters were sent to Berkshire Museum
members between the ages of 30 and 80 which described the
exploratory project and invited members to participate in
the study.

From this mailing 90 members or friends of the

museum agreed to participate.

Eighty-seven adults actually

did participate in the study.

The original group of 90 was

divided into groups of 15 each.

Two groups of 15 each

received the treatment of a formal
groups of

slide lecture.

Two

15 each received the treatment of a gallery

presentation,

and two groups of 15 each received the

treatment of a combined slide and gallery presentation.
All participants were given a demographic information
questionnaire to establish age,
learning style preference,
member and education goals.
106.)

profession,

interests,

the reason for being a museum
(See appendix,

pages 105 and

This census was done to establish the subject's

background,

learning preferences,

and use of the museum.

Presenter
The presenter of this study was also the curator of the
exhibition on nineteenth century Berkshire County
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landscapes.
presented all

She developed all education programs,
six treatments,

post-tests,

and

and interviews.

This action was taken to assure more reliability with a
consistent and standard presentation and behavioral
involvement with participants.

Observer
The assistant curator of the education department
served as observer during the presentations and interviews.

Measures

The purpose of this exploratory study was to
investigate the possible relationships or differences
between the three different presentations
gallery,

and gallery)

(slide,

slide and

on adult cognitive awareness and

judgment and on their emotions and feelings—the affective.
As a means to measure this,

all three groups were given the

same slide post-test and open-ended questions on a
questionnaire immediately after the treatment.
was used to evaluate cognitive learning.

This measure

An interview was

also conducted after the post-test to evaluate affective
response.
The post-test,

open-ended questions and interview were

utilized to investigate any interesting differences or
relationships

in the three groups'

understanding of:

subject matter and content of the paintings in the
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1)

the

exhibition;

2)

the artistic style of the landscapes in the

exhibition;

and 3)

the self-confidence of adults as they

came to value their own cognitive and affective responses to
art.
The measure used to test understanding of landscape
subject matter and content had the adults
identify 10
content,

landscape slides.

Five slides had the same

period and style as those in the original slide

presentation and the landscapes
presentation.
style,

in each group

in the gallery

The other five slides had the same period and

but the subject matter and content were different.

Participants were asked to identify the slides that were
similar in subject matter and content with the original
presentation on a questionnaire form.
A set of 10 slides was also used to test the subjects'
understanding of style.

American and European paintings

from the nineteenth century,
styles,

which showed a variety of

were presented and participants were asked to

identify the slides that were similar in style to the
paintings

in the original

slide or gallery presentations.

Five of the slides were of the same styles
presentation;

in the

five were in other artistic styles.

Another measure used to evaluate understanding of
subject matter and content and style was open-ended
questions.

Open-ended questions via a questionnaire gave

the participants another venue to express their
understanding of content and subject matter and style.
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Interviews after the slide test were used to evaluate the
adults'

application of the presentation to their previous

knowledge and understanding and to look for an increase in
self-confidence as they came to value their own cognitive
and affective responses to art.
Open-ended guestions on the questionnaire were:

1)

How

would you describe the subject and content of a landscape of
the Berkshires

in the nineteenth century?;

2)

How would you

describe the style in a nineteenth century Berkshire County
landscape?;

3)

What other kinds of programs or learning

activities would you have liked?;
more programs

4)

Would you have enjoyed

in which there was more audience

participation?;

and 5)

Were any of your educational goals

achieved by attending this program?

(See appendix,

pages 107

and 108.)
To measure the adults'

increase in understanding art

and self-confidence about their own individual cognitive and
affective responses to art,

the adult groups were

interviewed to discuss the following questions:

1)

What is

the one word you would use to describe a Berkshire County
landscape?;

2)

What do you feel was the most important

factor in bringing artists to the Berkshires?;

3)

How has

this presentation changed your own understanding of
Berkshire County culture,

history and geography?;

4)

How has

this presentation made you feel about the Berkshires and
your presence here in 1990?;

5)

Did you feel any emotional

reaction to the slides/paintings?;
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and 6)

Has this

presentation given you an understanding of art as an
embodiment of culture?
The interviewer

(presenter)

and one observer,

used the

following measures to evaluate the response to the above
questions:
3)

1)

Correct answers;

2)

Degree of responsiveness;

Increase of understanding of art as a reflection of

history;

4)

A desire to continue the discussion of concepts

in more depth;

and 5)

an understanding of the significance

of the past to the future.

Design Problems

There are several design problems with this study.
most important one is selection bias.

The

The participants were

selected from the membership and friends of the Berkshire
Museum.

Hence they are not reflective of the general

population of Berkshire County.
randomly selected.

Participants were not

The presenter went through the

membership list and selected participants according to age,
involvement,

and professional or non-professional

order to get a variety of participants.
letters sent to members,

status in

Of the two hundred

only fifty responded immediately.

With time constraints to consider,

the presenter had to go

through the list of invitees and call the others until she
reached the ninety participants needed for this study.

The

exact nature of the bias could not be determined because the
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researcher was unable to get demographic information on
those who chose not to participate.

Thus an evaluation of

differences between participants and non-participants was
not possible.

Additional potential biases were introduced

by not randomly placing participants into treatment groups.
Participants were allowed to chose their time preference
from a selection of six different times;
afternoon,

three in the evening.

treatment was given twice;
evening.

three were in the

Each presentation/

one in the afternoon,

one in the

The participants were blinded as to which

presentation/treatment they would receive.

(Note:

Any

correlation between time and score merely points to
demographic differences and score.
no effect.)

Time itself should have

As a result of the above biases,

treatment groups were not homogeneous.
gallery group was older:
to 0%

31%

the three

The slide and

in the 70-80 age range compared

in the gallery group and 1%

in the slide group.

The

gallery group was more highly educated with 32% having
either college or graduate degrees.

Thus,

because the

participants were able to select their own time,
significant difference in age,
museum use

in the three groups.

there is a

education and frequency of
(See Table 1,

page 57.)

It

was not possible to link demographic information with post¬
test responses.
Because of the above problems

it can be concluded that

this study only explores the possibility that different
types of treatments/presentation in a museum may have an
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effect on the absorption of material.

Perhaps the

significance of this study is that it shows that more
definitive research should be done on the effectiveness of
different treatments
raises
age,

in adult education in museums.

It also

interesting questions about the correlation between

education,

work and museum use and the effectiveness of

museum education presentations.

Further research on the

relationship of age and/or education and the effectiveness
of different treatments

in museums may shed light on this

issue.
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Table 1

Demographic Information on Participants in Study
Gallery

N = 26

(%)

N =

Age
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80

3
6
13
11
0

(9%)
(18%)
(39%)
(33%)

1
1
9
7
8

(4%)
(4%)
(35%)
(27%)
(31%)

1
2
15
9
1

(4%)
(7%)
(54%)
(32%)
(4%)

Education
High School
College
Graduate

1
14
18

(3%)
(42%)
(55%)

3
17
5

(12%)
(68%)
(20%)

2
17
8

(7%)
(63%)
(30%)

Work
Employed
Home
Retired

24
3
3

(80%)
(10%)
(10%)

5
6
11

(23%)
(27%)
(50%)

15
6
6

(56%)
(22%)
(22%)

9
13

(41%)
(59%)

10
18

(32%)
(64%)

Reasons for attending programs or exhibitions
*Participants could select more than ione.
Cultural
9 (35%)
31 (94%)
Curiosity
7 (21%)
16 (62%)
Education
18 (55%)
19 (73%)
11 (42%)
Entertainment
7 (21%)
Social
5 (19%)
9 (27%)

19
10
19
5
5

(68%)
(36%)
(68%)
(18%)
(18%)

Learning preferences
*Participants could select more than ione.
5 (19%)
Hands on
12 (36%)
19 (73%)
Lectures
25 (76%)
13 (59%)
Participatory
18 (55%)
20 (77%)
Reading
31 (94%)
5 (19%)
TV
9 (27%)

11
21
13
21
4

(39%)
(75%)
(46%)
(75%)
(14%)

Leisure time
*Participants could select more than <one.
14 (54%)
Lectures
16 (48%)
16 (62%)
Reading
25 (75%)
18 (69%)
Travel
30 (91%)
14 (54%)
Volunteer
20 (67%)

17
18
21
16

(61%)
(64%)
(75%)
(57%)

Frequency of museum visits
Frequent
6 (18%)
Infrequent
27 (82%)
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Slide
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS

Results From the Demographic Information Questionnaire

Participants
The modal age of all three treatment groups of 87
adults who participated in the study was between 50 and 60
years.

In the gallery presentation there were 31

between 50 and 60 years,

(39%)

in the slide presentation 15

and in the slide and gallery presentation 9

(35%).

(54%),

But

there was a significant difference in the age distribution
of the slide and gallery group;
age bracket.
bracket,

8

(31%)

were in the 70-80

The gallery group had none in that age

and the slide group had only 1

(1%).

(See Table 1,

page 57.)
The three groups were also significantly different in
the percentage of those employed:
presentation,
and 15

(56%)

5

(23%)

24

(80%)

in the gallery

in the slide and gallery presentation,

in the slide presentation.

While the majority

in all three groups had either a college or graduate degree,
over half of the gallery group had graduate school training.
Those who had a college education were 14
gallery presentation,
presentation,

and 17

17

(68%)

(63%)

(42%)

in the

in the slide and gallery

in the slide presentation.

who had a graduate education were 18
58

(55%)

Those

in the gallery

presentation,
and 8

(30%)

5

(20%)

in the slide and gallery presentation

in the slide presentation.

The primary reasons

for all three groups

for attending

exhibitions or programs at the museum were either cultural
or education.
(84%),

For cultural,

the gallery presentation had 31

slide and gallery presentation 9

presentation 19

(68%).

(35%),

and slide

For education the gallery

presentation had 18

(55%),

slide presentation,

19

slide and gallery.

(68%).

19

(73%),

and

Participants were not limited

to one answer.
The

frequency of use of the museum was as

gallery presentation,
presentation,

9

6

(41%);

(18%) ;

follows:

slide and gallery

and slide presentation,

10

(32%).

The preferred learning patterns were by lectures,
participation,
presentation,
(73%);

and/or reading;
25

(76%);

lectures:

slide and gallery presentation,

slide presentation,

21

(75%);

activities:

gallery presentation,

gallery.

13

(59%);

reading:

gallery presentation,

presentation,

20

gallery

18

participating
(55%) ;

and slide presentation,

(77%);

31

(94%);

slide and
13

(46%);

slide and gallery

and slide presentation,

Participants were not limited to one answer.
page 57

19

21

(75%).

(See Table 1,

for complete demographic information.)

In answer to the question as to what stopped
participants

from attending programs at the museum,

majority cited time or distance.
answered that time was the reason;
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In the gallery group 25
5 answered distance.

In

I

the slide and gallery group 16 answered time and 3

answered

distance.

In the slide group 19

answered time and 5

distance.

Not all participants answered this question.

In

answer to the open-ended question as to the participants'
goals

in participating in this educational activity the

results were:

57 wanted to learn more about the historical

or cultural aspects of Berkshire County and its art;
interested in art;

21 were

8 wanted to assist in museum research;

wanted aesthetic pleasure;

5

and 3 were interested in nature.

Participants could give more than one answer to this
question.

Discussion of the Demographic Results
The demographic results of the participants show that
the three treatment groups were not homogeneous.
gallery group

is younger,

The

more highly educated and more

likely to be employed outside the home.
The slide and gallery group is older and more likely to
be retired.

This group had a significantly larger percent

of adults over 50 with 93%
group,

which had 72%.

slide group

in age,

in comparison to the gallery

The gallery group is closer to the

education and work.

The gallery group

has the highest percentage for higher education with 97-s
having either a college or graduate degree.

The slide group

had 93% with either a college or graduate degree.
is the slide and gallery group,

which is unique,

Again,
with 88%

having a college or graduate degree and only 23% employed.

60

it

For employment the slide group with 56% is closer to the
gallery group with 80%.

It follows logically,

then,

that

the slide and gallery group had the potential to be,
fact were,
Table 1,

the most frequent users of the museum.

and in

(See

page 57.)

Although the absence of three homogeneous groups makes
it impossible to make inferences on the effect of the three
different treatments,

it does open up some suggested

relationships between presentation styles and perception.
Other information gathered from the demographic
questionnaire was as follows:

on the open-ended question as

to why participants did not attend programs at the museum
(most participants were infrequent users),

the primary

reason for not attending exhibitions or programs at the
museum for all three groups was other priorities or too
busy.
Preferred learning experiences were lectures,
participating activities,

44

(51%);

The educational goals show that 50

or reading,
(57%)

72

65

(75%);

(83%).

were interested

primarily in the cultural aspects of Berkshire County and
its art.
(54%);

Leisure time is spent attending lectures,

reading,

volunteering,

50

59

(68%) ; traveling,

(57%).
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69

(79%) ;

or
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Results

The
mean

score

slides
of

slide

on

and gallery group had a meaningfully higher
9.15

But the

9.15 was

on their correct responses to the

not that meaningfully higher than the

score

of

participants

did

groups'

subject matter,
no

the

substantial

scores

a

of

each mean

little meaningful

standard deviation of

mean

from 7

score with a

correct

responses

score with a

correct

in the

score

is

difference

When

considered,

in the three

scores.

responses
mean

on

also

difference

In comparing the gallery group's mean
with

score

from the three different treatments.

standard deviation
is very

indicate that all

learn and had an above average

that there was

knowledge gained

there

slide group's

8.68.

their understanding of
indicate

10

slide and gallery group's mean score of

Although these mean scores

the

Post-test

subject matter than the gallery group's mean score

8.33.

mean

of

of the

responses

difference
On the

to

10

to the

with a

slide

from 7

to

10

correct

6

to

and the

10,

8.33

and gallery group's
.83

there

with a

1.16

is no

9.15

range of

slide group's

standard deviation of
from

of

range of correct

standard deviation of

in the mean

gallery group

.92

score

in the

8.68
range of

significant

scores.

responses

on

style,

also had a more meaningful
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the

slide and

higher mean

score

I

of 9.23

than the gallery group's mean score of 8.27.

But

the slide and gallery group's 9.23 was not significantly
higher than the slide group's mean score of 8.75.
Like the correct responses on subject matter,
standard deviation of the range of scores
within each group's mean score on style,

when the

is considered
there is very

little significant difference in the mean scores of the
three groups.
The gallery group's mean score on style of 8.27 with a
standard deviation of

.94 with a range of correct responses

from 6 to 10 compared to the slide and gallery group's 9.23
mean score with a standard deviation of
correct responses

from 7 to 10,

.86 with a range of

and the slide group's 8.75

mean score with a standard deviation of 1.00 with a range of
correct responses

from 6 to 10,

shows no significant

difference in learning.
Even though this study did not control
appropriate co-variates

(e.g.

age,

for the

education,

employment),

one-way ANOVA was looked at to provide a sense of the data.
The Bonferroni test was used to look at pair-wise
comparisons between groups.

(See Table 2,

page 64.)

Emphasizing that important co-variates were not controlled
for,

there appears to be a statistically significant

difference between the gallery and the slide and gallery
presentation mean scores,

8.33 versus 9.15.

But these

differences may be due to the uncontrolled factors.
older,

retired population may have had less
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The

interference in

a

I

Table 2

Anova Test on the Post Test Scores
Gallery

Slides/Gallery

Slides

Bonferroni
test
p-value

LS Mean
Correct
Responses
Subj ect
Matter

8.33*

9.15*

8.68

.008

Style

8.27*

9.23*

8.75

.001

*There is a statistical difference between the gallery and
the slide and gallery presentations. The Bonferroni t test
is for multiple comparisons.
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their lives.

Therefore,

they may have been more open to new

information and more frequent users of the museum.

Discussion of the Results of the Slide Post-test
The results of the slide post-test raise the
possibility that adults do learn different concepts and
facts

from art presented in different symbol systems,

and

that an orientation in style and content of works of art
does provide the viewer with concepts and tools to use in
the understanding and appreciation of an art exhibition.
From a comparison of the mean scores of correct
responses of the three groups,
gallery presentation group,

this study suggests that the

even with the lowest mean score

on both the subject matter/content and the style of the
landscapes,
III.

was between Housen's

(1983)

Stage II and Stage

At Stage II the viewer is trying to build a framework

for looking at works of art.

Stage III

finds the viewer

interested in the classification of the work of art.

The

viewer realizes that the work reflects the intentions of the
artist,

who in turn is a product of a variety of

sociological
(the

formal

influences.

The viewer also analyzes the clues

elements of line,

in this stage.

color,

The gallery group,

shapes and composition)

who looked at the art in

galleries where they were able to compare,
participate more in the looking,
of the concepts of art,

explore and

questioning and discussion

were aware of the subject matter and

had a general understanding of style.
65

But they seemed to

need more orientation and exposure in order to reach Stage
III

in which they could knowledgeably analyze the formal

aspects of the composition.
The slide group and the slide and gallery group,

who

should have had more knowledge of certain relationships
between formal parts of the landscapes and the variability
of style which a slide presentation can more easily
communicate,

did not score that significantly better on

their understanding of either subject matter or style than
the gallery group.

This

indicates that even though these

two groups were introduced to the art through slides,
were also between Stage II and Stage III.

they

What the

difference in the mean scores between the gallery group and
the slide and gallery group may indicate is that orientation
and more than one exposure to art does enable the viewer to
better analyze subject matter,
of line,

color,

clues and the formal elements

shapes and composition.

From the results of all three groups

it would appear

that the viewer can only get to Stage IV and Stage V of
aesthetic development when the viewer has more than one
exposure to a specific exhibition.
is

interested in responding to a work of art in a very

individualized and

immediate way.

treats the object as
is

In Stage IV the viewer

By Stage V the viewer

if it had a life of its own.

looked at in many different ways,

The work

from different

perspectives and with each new encounter colored by past
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insights.

The viewer uses all his

faculties,

senses,

thoughts and emotions.
The results of this study may suggest that age,
education and employment have less of an affect on learning
and perception than repetition and practice.

We can

possibly assume from these findings that the more repetition
and practice the viewer has
art,

in looking and thinking about

the more his aesthetic abilities will develop.

Conclusion

In conclusion these findings suggest that orientation
and perceiving different symbols of the same subject in
different contexts do effect the viewer's understanding and
perception of art.

The art viewed in a gallery can be

investigated and compared to other works in the gallery.
But during the first viewing of an art exhibition in a
gallery,

the gallery viewer usually only makes random

observations and tries to build a framework for looking at
the work of art with his own experiences and reality.
main message conveyed is the subject matter.
some

idea of the concepts

(content)

The

The viewer has

which the art embodies

and a general understanding of style.

He or she possibly

can understand the difference between an idealized landscape
style versus a Barbizon or Impressionistic style.
The group who only had the slide presentation appeared
to receive a more complete message than the gallery

presentation.

The slide presentation alone does limit the

viewer's process of exploring as it directs the glance of
the viewer to relevant items such as the style of the
landscapes and elements which make up the subject matter.
Accompanied by verbal descriptions the slide presentation
can pick out and make explicit certain relations between
parts which in the original work of art may not be isolated
or stressed as clearly.

Slides can also enlarge details and

disclose a variability of style easily overlooked under the
impact of the picture as a whole.
The results of the slide and gallery group may indicate
that an orientation to a specific exhibition with an
introduction to style and subject matter/content gives the
participant tools with which he can view the exhibition more
effectively than either presentation alone.

With a

preparation of both style and subject matter/content,
viewer

(regardless of age,

able to zero

education or employment)

the

is more

in on details and variations in style as well

as go beyond the subject matter.

With repetition the viewer

is able to dwell more on the concepts that the subject
matter embodies.

Results of Open-ended Questions

In order to evaluate the findings from the
participants'

written description of subject matter,

content

and style on the post-test questionnaire,

the following

measures were used.
Categories were selected,
three groups were placed,
responses.

in which the answers for all

in order to evaluate written

From these categories it developed that there

were definite similarities in the way in which the openended questions on both subject matter/content and style
were answered.

Style Categories
The categories from the open-ended answers on style
were:

mention of color; use of adjectives:

detailed,

precise,

realistic; mention of European style; mention of

idealized style; mention of Hudson River School style;
mention of Barbizon/Impressionistic style; use of full
sentences; partially correct answer; correct answer; and
understanding of material.
Every participant who mentioned color was listed under
color.

Those who used adjectives were listed under that

category.

The other category answers were listed likewise.

Then each category was totaled in order to compare the three
different groups.

From this the percentages of the number

of participants who fell within each category were
calculated and compared.

(See Table 3, page 70.)
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Table 3
Category Results from Open-Ended
Questions on Style

Category

Mention of Color

Gallery

Slide

n = 33

n = 28

Slide
/Gallerv
n = 26

3

( 9-1%)

5

(17.9%)

2

( 7.7%)

23

(69.7%)

20

(71.4%)

16

(61.5%)

4

(12.1%)

11

(39.3%)

10

(30.3%)

4

(14.3%)

5

(19.2%)

3

( 9.1%)

6

(21.4%)

3

(

Mention of Barbizon/
Impressionistic

17

(51.5%)

12

(42.9%)

9

(34.6%)

Use of Full
Sentences

14

(42.4%)

17

(60.7%)

12

(46.2%)

8

(24.2%)

13

(46.4%)

8

(30.8%)

Correct Answer

17

(51.5%)

12

(42.9%)

9

(34.6%)

Understanding of
Material

11

(33.3%)

6

(21.4%)

8

(30.8%)

Use of Adjectives
Mention of European
Style
Mention of Idealized
Style
Mention of Hudson
River School

Partially Correct
Answer
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0

1.5%)

Results from Category Findings on Style
The most obvious similarities between the three
different groups were in the use of adjectives and the level
of understanding.

In the category of use of adjectives,

gallery group had 23

(69.7%),

the slide group 20

and the slide and gallery group 16

(61.5%).

the

(71.4%),

A small

percentage in each of the three groups fell into the
categories: mention of European,
School styles.

The gallery group had 4

mention of European style,
idealized style,
style.

(21.4%)

and 3

10

(9.1%)

(30.3%)

4

(14.3%)

(12.1%)

under

under mention of

under Hudson River School

The slide group listed 11

European style,

idealized or Hudson River

(39.3%)

mention of

mention of idealized style,

mention of Hudson River School style.

and 6

The slide and

gallery group listed 0 under mention of European style,
(19.2%)

under mention of idealized style,

and 3

5

(11.5%)

under mention of Hudson River School style.
The findings from these categories show small
percentages for the use of the terminology,
European,

the mention of

idealized or Hudson River School styles in

comparison to the use of the adjectives,
and realistic.

detailed,

precise

This may indicate that most of the

participants did not pick up on the European influence on
the development of style in Berkshire County landscapes.
Although there were the above similarities between
groups,

there were more apparent differences in the

percentages under the categories:
71

the mention of Barbizon

and Impressionistic style,
correct answer.

the use of full sentences,

The gallery group had 17

(57.5%)

and

in the use

of Barbizon/Impressionistic style in comparison to the 9
(34.6%)
12

in the slide and gallery group.

(42.8%)

The slide group at

was closer to the slide and gallery group.

These

percentage differences make the gallery group appear to have
had greater understanding of the change in style in the
Berkshire County landscapes.
The number of correct answers on style for the gallery
group,

17

(51.5%), versus the slide group's 12

the slide and gallery group's 9

(42.9%)

and

(34.6%), would put the

gallery group as having the highest percentage of correct
answers.

This is substantiated by the presenter's

evaluation of the participants'

understanding of style.

gallery group had 11

(33.3%)

group had 6

and the slide and gallery group had 8

(21.4%),

for understanding.

The

The slide

(30.8%) .
As these findings, which placed the gallery group with
having the highest understanding of style,
with the three groups'
on style.

did not agree

different post-slide test mean scores

the presenter decided on a second measure to

evaluate the open-ended question comprehension on style.
Without looking at the post-slide test scores,

a

subjective evaluation score of the answers on style was
given based on a scale of 0 - 5.
comprehension to a score of 5,

(Zero implied no

or full understanding.)

question that guided this evaluation was:
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The

If someone came up

to the presenter at an art opening and gave this definition
of the style of nineteenth century Berkshire County
landscapes,

how would you rate his or her in-depth

comprehension of style on a scale of 0 - 5?
The preferred definition of style to which the answers
were evaluated is as

follows:

The style of the landscapes in

the exhibition "A Return to Arcadia" was varied and changed
throughout the nineteenth century.
style

But,

in general,

the

for nineteenth century Berkshire county landscapes

could be described as this.

Early landscapes of Berkshire

County were influenced by the style,

composition and use of

light in seventeenth century Dutch landscapes,

the

Italianate landscapes of Claude Lorrain and the nineteenth
century landscapes of J.
artists painted,

W.

Turner.

whether in a realistic,

romanticized style,
naturalistic,

M.

All these European
idealized or

broad panoramic compositions with a

mythological or historical content.

difference between the style of Thomas Cole,
native landscape painter,

America's first

and the European style was Cole's

realistic American subject matter.
sites

The main

Cole painted actual

in American landscape in both an idealized and

romanticized manner.

This style,

which became known as the

style of the Hudson River School of painting,

was adopted by

most of the nineteenth century American landscape artists.
Gradually,

under the inspiration of Asher B.

Durand,

the

style evolved into a more realistic mode with an emphasis on
the details of nature.

After the Civil War,
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the style of

American landscapes painting began to change.

Artists

traveling to Europe were influenced by the French Barbizon
School

of artists and the Impressionists.

groups of artists rejected classical
their canvases
from nature.

Both of these

formulas,

and moved

from the studio in order to paint directly
With the effect of natural light,

loaded brush and loose brush strokes,

a pigment-

these artists

expressed their own emotional response to the landscape.
After rating each participant's answer with a mark of 0
- 5,

these scores were then analyzed to see if there was any

correlation with the post-slide test mean scores.
comparison of the two scores

for these groups,

slide test and the subjective,

From a

the post¬

there does not appear to be

any relationship between the post-slide test scores and the
subjective evaluation.
relationship,

we would expect to see the lower scores with

lower evaluation,
evaluation.

If there had been such a

and the upper scores with the highest

(See Table 4,

page 75.)

The next step taken to investigate findings on the
open-ended answers on style was to compare the three mean
scores

from the three groups'

subjective evaluation.

The results of the mean scores

from the presenter's

subjective evaluation were 2.17 with a standard deviation of
1.48 with a range of 0 to 4
a standard deviation of

for the gallery group;

.90 with a range of 0 - 3

1.82 with
for the

slide group;

and 1.48 with a standard deviation of 1.12 with

a range of 0

-

3

for the slide and gallery group.
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Table 4
Two-way Tables on Style
Two-way tables of correct answers on slide test with
subjective evaluation of open-ended question answer.
Gallery Group
Correct answers
on slide test

10
9
8
7
6
5

Subjective evaluation

0

1

2

3

4

2
4
0
0
0

0
2
3
0
1
0

0
1
4
1
0
0

0
0
4
1
1
0

2
4
3
0
0
0

Number of
subjects
5

66669

Total

2
9
18
2
2
0
33

Slide Group
Correct answers
on slide test

10

9
8
7
6
5

Subjective evaluation

Number of
subj ects

0

1

2

3

4

5

0
2
1
0

1
1
3
1
1
0
7

2
6
4
0
0
0
12

3
2
1
0
0
0
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
3

6
11
9
1
1
0
Total 28

Slide and Gallery Group
Correct answers
on slide test

10
9
8
7
6
5

Number of
subjects

Subjective evaluation

0

1

2

3

4

5

2
3
2
0

1
4
0
0

6
2
0
0

3
1
1
1

0

0

0

0

7

5

8

6

0

0
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12
10
3
1
0
0
Total 26

I

Although the gallery group's subjective evaluation mean
score of 2.17 with a standard deviation of 1.48 appears to
be higher than the slide mean score of 1.82 with a standard
deviation of 90,

and the slide and gallery mean score of

1.48 with a standard deviation of 1.12,

on a scale of 0 - 5

the variation is actually very slight.

(See Table 5,

77.)

Consequently,

page

these findings lead one to conclude that

there was little difference in the three groups'
comprehension of style.
Finally,

the presenter concluded that the post-slide

test gives more valid findings than the open-ended
questions.

The reasons for this conclusion are as follows:

In reviewing the open-ended answers,
there was no originality.

The majority of the participants

used the same descriptive adjectives
precise)

as the presenter.

as European,

idealized,

and Impressionistic.

(details,

realistic and

They also used terminology such

Hudson River School,

Thus,

Barbizon School

it appears that participants

were merely feeding back terms,
the presenter had used.

it became apparent that

adjectives and phrases which

Very few were able to expand upon

these adjectives or terms with an understanding of what
concepts they embodied.
open-ended answers

In the second evaluation of the

(at which time the participants were

given a rating of 0 - 5 in their in-depth understanding of
style),

it became even more apparent that there was little

in-depth comprehension.
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Table 5

Subjective Evaluation of Mean Scores
(on a scale of 0 - 5)
of Participants' Understanding of Style

Group

N

Mean

SD

Gallery-

33

2.17

1.48

[0,

4]

Slide

28

1.82

.90

[0,

3]

Slide and
Gallery

26

1.48

1.12

[0,

3]

Range

95% Confidence Interval for
Subjective Evaluation of Mean Score

Gallery

,

(_

Slide
Slide and Gallery

_)

1_=_l
_£_._)_

0

1

2

77

3

4

5

6

The gallery group may have scored better on the scale
of 0 - 5 because the presenter had a bias toward their
answers.

The gallery

group fed back a more complete

description of what the presenter had taught in terms of
adjectives,

phrases and descriptions.

Conseguently, with

the presenter's own prejudice as to what answers should be
given,

the gallery participants'

evaluated with a higher rating.
group,

answers may have been
In fairness to the gallery

they did have a higher percentage on their use of

adjectives to describe style

[correct answers],

and in

understanding the change from the earlier realistic and
tight style to one influenced by the looser and more
abstract style of the Barbizon and Impressionistic painters.
Conseguently,

the post-slide test is a more accurate

evaluation of comprehension because it more objectively
measures the translation of understanding into perception.
In order to visually identify slide landscapes that were
similar in style to the nineteenth century Berkshire County
landscapes,

the participants had to have a more

comprehensive understanding of style than a memory of terms,
phrases and adjectives.
This understanding is probably due to how the mind and
eye perceive objects in different mediums or symbol systems
and environments.

Irvin Rock

(1984)

in the book Perception

states that past experience with objects does affect our
perception of them.

But it does not affect perception by

"molding the stimulus to conform to how things were seen in
78

the past

....

Once that initial perception occurred,

if

what was seen was similar in some respect to objects seen in
the past,
role

those memories were accessed,

and they played a

in the further processing of the stimulus input.

A

useful term to characterize effects of this kind is
enrichment.

The perception is enriched by,

entirely determined by,
experience."

(Rock,

though not

memories of early perceptual

1980,

p.

132)

This may explain why the slide and gallery group with
the highest mean score on the slide test on style had their
perception enriched by having a double exposure to the
landscapes via slides and the original paintings.

This

could also apply to the slide group with the second highest
mean score.

They had already had one exposure to the

landscapes via slides - the same symbol system.
The gallery group may have had the lowest mean score on
the slide test because they had the disadvantage of not
seeing the landscapes

in the slide medium/symbol system.

Both the slide and gallery group and the slide group had
become

familiar with or introduced to the landscapes via

slides,

whereas the gallery group had only seen the

landscapes
findings

in the gallery as original works of art.

The

from this exploratory study may indicate that

paintings seen in their original

form are perceived

differently than those seen in slides.
different symbol systems,

When exposed to two

the mind may not be as able to

recognize the same painting,

especially with only one exposure.
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Subject Matter Categories
The categories

for the open-ended answers on subject

matter and content were:
bucolic,

arcadian);

(mountains,

water,

use of sentences;

use of adjectives

(pastoral,

mention of elements in the landscape
trees,

cows,

fields,

correct answer;

church steeple);

and understanding.

the

Every

participant who listed one or more adjectives was coded as a
positive response for adjective category.
were coded the same.

Other categories

Percent positive responses for each

category were totaled to compare each of the three groups.
(See Table 6,

Results

page 81.)

from Category Findings on Subject Matter and Content

The most obvious similarity between the three different
groups was the use of adjectives to describe the subject
matter:

bucolic,

pastoral,

For use of adjectives,
slide group had 23
had 23

arcadian,

idyllic or peaceful.

the gallery group had 29

(82.1%);

(87.9%);

the

and the slide and gallery group

(92.0%).

The other categories show findings of some differences
between the three groups.
within the landscapes,
mountains and sky,
percentage of

17

In listing the elements seen

such as

fields,

cows,

trees,

water,

the slide group had a much higher

or 60.7%,

in comparison to the gallery

group's

15 or 45.5% and the slide and gallery group's 11 or

44.0%.

This

finding indicates that possibly the slide group

was able to identify more details in the landscapes
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Table 6
Category Results from Open-Ended Question
on Subject Matter and Content

Cateaorv

Gallery
n = 33

Use of
Adj ectives

29

(87.9)

23

(82.1)

23

(92.0)

Mention of
Elements

15

(45.5)

17

(60.7)

11

(44.0)

Use of
Sentences

18

(54.5)

20

(71.4)

19

(76.0)

Correct
Answer

32

(97.0)

27

(96.4)

22

(88.0)

Understanding

12

(36.4)

18

(64.3)

16

(64.0)

Slide
n = 28

81

Slide and Gallery
n = 26

because they had been introduced to the landscapes by the
medium of slides.

The slide medium may have helped to focus

in on the details.

But this raises another question,

as the

slide and gallery group was exposed to the slides as well as
the original
original

landscapes.

What effect did looking at the

landscapes after the slides have on the slide and

gallery group?

Were they distracted by the larger presence

of the landscape as an overall pastoral scene?
The findings on how many participants in each group
used sentences rather than only adjectives to describe the
subject matter and content are also interesting.
gallery group had 18

(54.5%)

under this category.

much lower than the slide group's
and gallery group's

19

The

(76.0%).

19

(71.4%)

This is

and the slide

These two groups showed a

higher tendency to write a more comprehensive description of
their understanding of the subject matter and content of the
Berkshire County landscapes.

In their sentences they

described the subject and content as a balanced landscape in
which man and nature lived in harmony and peace.
This

finding is consistent with the presenter's

evaluation of the participants'
subject matter and content.

in-depth understanding of

The slide group with 18

and the slide and gallery group with 16

(64.0%)

higher percentages than the gallery group's 12

(64.3%)

had much
(36.4%).

Yet the presenter evaluated the gallery group's answers
on subject matter and content as having more correct with 32
(97%)

versus the slide group's 27

82

(96.4%)

and the slide and

gallery group's 22
these

(88.0%)

as correct.

A comparison of

findings shows that subjective evaluation of correct

answers as opposed to the subjective evaluation of in-depth
understanding has no consistent relationship.
These

findings on subject matter understanding and

correct answers also are not consistent with the same
category

findings on style or with each group's subjective

evaluation mean scores on the slide test on style.
Consequently,
participants'

the presenter chose to reevaluate the

understanding of subject matter and content

with the same process used to reevaluate understanding of
style.
Without looking at the numbers of answers correct on
the slide test,

the presenter subjectively reevaluated the

answers on subject matter and content on a scale of 0
The question that guided this evaluation was:

- 5.

If someone

came up to the presenter at an art opening and gave this
definition of the subject matter and content of a nineteenth
century Berkshire County landscape,

how would you rate his

in-depth comprehension of subject matter and content on a
scale of 0

- 5?

The definition of subject matter and content,
used to evaluate the participant's description,
follows:

which was

was as

The subject matter of a nineteenth century

Berkshire County landscape is a pastoral,

bucolic scene in

which nature and civilization are seen in an idealized,
harmonious,

arcadian balance.

This preserved balance is
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seen as being sanctioned by God.

(This is presented by the

placement of a church steeple or the use of light.)
Included within the arcadian balance are fields,
cows,

streams,

rivers,

sky and light.
God's presence).

a church steeple,

trees,

distant mountains,

(Light is usually used as a metaphor of
These pastoral scenes of balance,

harmony

and peace embody the concept that they have been sanctioned
by God as the ideal environment for Americans.

This is in

contrast to the encroaching urbanization and
industrialization of nineteenth century America.

American

artists were acting as moral

leaders in aspiring to edify by

their art.

idealized "the way" America was

to be,

Their landscapes

and how man was to live.

The content of these

nineteenth century landscapes embodied the arcadian ideal
and the promised New Israel.
After rating each answer with a score of 0 - 5,

these

numbers were then analyzed to see if there was any
correlation with the slide test scores.

(See Tables 7,

page

85.)
By comparing the subjective evaluation of the
understanding of subject matter and content with the number
of correct answers on the post-slide test scores on subject
matter and content,

the results showed no significant

correlation.
The next step taken to investigate the findings on
subject matter and content was to compare the mean scores of
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Table 7
Two-way Tables on Subject Matter and Content
Two-way tables of correct answers on slide test with
subjective evaluation of open-ended question answer.
Gallery Group
Correct answers
on slide test

Subjective evaluation

Number of
subjects

0

1

2

3

4

5

0
3
1
0
0
0
4

1
6
9
2
0
0
18

1
5
2
3
0
0
11

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
14
12
5

Total

0
33

Slide Group
Correct answers
on slide test

10
9
8
7
6
5

Subjective evaluation

Number of
subj ects

0

1

2

3

4

5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
3
5
3
0
0
14

5
3
2
1
1
0
12

1
0
1
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

9
6
8
4
1
0
Total 28

Slide and Gallery Group
Correct answers
on slide test

10
9
8
7
6
5

Number of
subj ects

Subjective evaluation

0

1

2

3

4

5

0
1
0
0
0
0
1

1
1
0
0
0
0
2

5
6
4
0
0
0
15

5
1
0
1
0
0
7

1
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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12
9
4
1
0
0
Total 26

\

Table 8

Subjective Evaluation of Mean Scores
(on a scale of 0 - 5)
of Participants' Understanding of
Subject Matter and Content

Group

N

Mean

SD

Gallery

33

2.21

. 65

[1/

3]

Slide

28

2.57

. 63

[2,

4]

Slide and
Gallery

26

2.19

.80

[0,

4]

Range

95% Confidence Interval for
Subjective Evaluation of Mean Score

Gallery

(

Slide

)

(

Slide and Gallery

1

0

)
s

l

12

3

86

4

5

6

the

three

groups

subjective

from the

evaluation

results

scale of

0

of scores
-

5.

in the

(See Table

8,

page

.)
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The

results

presenter's

of

a

comparison of the mean scores

subjective

understanding

of

evaluation of the participants'

subject matter and content

written descriptions were gallery 2.21,

standard deviation

with a

range

of

1

-

3;

slide

.63

with

range

of

2

-

4;

and slide and gallery

standard deviation
These mean
three groups

.0 with a

scores

on the

8,

page

Another

interesting

content

that

on

of

the mean

style versus
scores

subject matter and content.

the

style,

1.48

on

These

the

five

on

style may

findings

(1984)

its

2.19

more understanding

study

slide group's

compared to

gallery group's
its

on

subject matter
style.

(See

subject matter and

for all

2.17

to

4.

finding when comparing the

for the gallery group

content

-

difference between the

subject matter
on

0

2.19,

86.)

evaluation

higher

show less

of

equivalent mean scores

subjective
is

range

standard deviation

in-depth understanding of

and content than the
Table

2.57,

from their

.65

a

from the

of

1.82

The mean score
2.21

2.57

on style,

of

compared to

on
its

on subject matter and
and the

slide and

subject matter and content compared
indicate that the three groups had

subject matter and content over style.

are

substantiated by Abigail

on aesthetic development.

stages

three groups were

In her categories

aesthetic development,
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Housen's

Housen describes

of

Stage I

as one

observations.

in which the observer makes random
Stage II provokes an interest in the

classification of the work of art,

the artist's intentions,

and an analysis of the formal elements.
As all three groups seem to be more able to recognize
and describe subject matter over style,

this study suggests

that all three groups were between Stage I and Stage II.
This

is

further substantiated by the fact that in the

written description of style,

five of the gallery group were

uncertain of what style was.

They described the subject

matter again.

In the slide and gallery group six were also

confused about the definition of style versus subject
matter.
The presenter's subjective evaluation mean scores for
all participants on both subject matter and style rated the
participants'

comprehension as average.

This average

comprehension also parallels Housen's conclusion that the
viewer needs high aesthetic exposure in order to respond to
a work of art in many different ways and from different
perspectives.

Only then will each new encounter be colored

by past insights which lead to a deeper perception and
understanding of the content of a work of art.
The slide test appears to have tested what was actually
translated by the three different groups'
subject matter and content.
similar to the reasons

comprehension of

The reasons for this are

for finding the slide test on style

more valid than the presenter's subjective evaluation on
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style.

The adjectives used to describe subject matter and

content were consistent with the adjectives used by the
presenter in the presentation.

The description of elements

in the subject matter were also ones which the presenter had
used.

The percentage who used sentences

in each group and

the high percentage of correct answers in all groups do lead
to the conclusion that the three groups had more
comprehension of the subject matter and content than style.
All three groups described the content as the harmonious
balance of man and nature.

This

is correct,

but not in-

depth comprehension.
It

is

interesting to compare this subjective evaluation

of the three groups'

comprehension on subject matter with

the post-slide test mean score.

There is no correlation.

On the post-slide test mean scores on style and subject
matter the average correct for each group is higher for
style for the slide and the slide and gallery groups.

The

gallery group scored about even on subject matter 8.33

and

style 8.27.
and 8.75

The slide group scored 8.68 on subject matter

on style,

and the slide and gallery group scored

9.15 on subject matter and 9.23

on style.

The post-slide test findings may indicate that the
slide presentation also gave a more in-depth comprehension
of the subject matter to the slide and slide and gallery
groups than to the gallery group's observations in the
gallery.

But,

the gallery group may have been at a

disadvantage on the slide test.
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They had perceived the

subject matter in one symbol system in a gallery and were
asked to identify it in another symbol system of slides.
Just as with the three groups'

comprehension of style,

it would seem that past experience at looking at the
original

landscape plays an important role in perception.

The slide and slide and gallery groups had the advantage of
being introduced to the subject matter of the landscapes
through the symbol system of slides.

This orientation may

have affected the way they viewed the slides in the slide
test.

The subject matter and the style may have been

determined by the context of an unconscious description
perception makes.

How one first perceives an object,

one's past experience of it,

and

affects perception of it.

Results of Other Open-ended Questions
The results of the other open-ended questions on the
post-test suggest that most of the participants enjoyed
their presentation.

Each group did indicate,

though,

that a

joint presentation of slides and a gallery talk would be
better background for enjoying and learning from the works
of art in the exhibition.

In answer to the question,

what

other programs or learning activities would you desire?,
33

participants

(26.67%)

in the gallery presentation had 4

who would have preferred a combined slide and

gallery presentation;
(20%)

the

4

(26.67%)

interdisciplinary programs,

background.

a variety of programs;
and/or 4

(26.67%)

3

history

Not all participants answered this question.
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The slide presentation participants showed the largest
percentile,

10

(30.30%),

who preferred to have the combined

slide and gallery presentation.
answer was that 3

(9.09%)

was an important tool

The other significant

felt that the slide presentation

in helping view the exhibition.

The

results of the combined slide and gallery presentations show
that 9

(52.94%)

liked this particular form of presentation.

Not all participants answered this question.

(See Table 9,

page 92.)
The answer to this question would seem to indicate that
most participants preferred or would prefer the combined
treatment of the slide and gallery presentation.
Participants
positive

in all three presentations answered in the

in desiring a program in which there is audience

participation.

The gallery presentation had 22

(73.33%)

answer yes to this question.

The slide and gallery

presentation had 13

and the slide presentation had

17

(85.00%).

(72.22%),

Not all participants answered this question.

(See Table 9,

page 92.)

In answer to the question which asked whether the
participants'

education goals were accomplished in attending

their particular presentation,
each group felt that they were.
limited to one answer.
10

(30.30%)

the largest percentage in
Participants were not

In the gallery presentation group,

answered yes;

8

(24.24%)

answered that their

goal of learning artistic style was achieved;
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19

(51.58^)

Table 9
Results of Open-ended Questions
Desire for More Programs in Which There
Is Greater Audience Participation
Gallery
n = 33
Yes
No

22
8

Slide/Gallery
n = 26

(69%)
(24%)

13
5

(50%)
(19%)

Slide
n = 28
17
3

(61%)
(11%)

*Not all participants answered this question.

Achievement of Educational Goals by Attending the Program
Gallery
n = 33

Slide/Gallery
n = 26

Slide
n = 28

Yes

10

(30%)

9

Cultural and
Historical
Knowledge

19

(58%)

11

(42%)

15

(54%)

8

(24%)

5

(19%)

10

(36%)

Artistic Style

*

(35)

Participants not limited to one answer.
*No response to this question.

Other Programs or Learning Activities
Desired by Participants
Gallery
n = 33
A.

B.

C.

D.
E.

Slide/Gallery
n = 26

Slide
n = 28

Preferred combined
slide/gallery
presentation

4

(12%)

9

(35%)

10

More programs on
historical
background

4

(12%)

2

(8%)

2

Interdisciplinary
programs on art/
music/literature

3

(9%)

2

(8%)

10

(36%)

A variety of
programs

4

(12%)

4

(15%)

17

(61%)

3

(12%)

3

(11%)

Bus trips to sites
in the exhibition

*Not all participants answered this question.
Participants not limited to one answer.
92

(36%

(7%)

answered that their goal of learning cultural and historical
background was achieved.
(35.71-$)

In the slide presentation,

liked bringing together people,

the interdisciplinary approach;

and 15

10

history and art,

(53.57%)

felt that

they had a better understanding of Berkshire County
culture.

In the slide and gallery presentation,

answered yes;

Table 9,

(19.23%)

5 or 16.67% had their goal of learning about

art accomplished;
of cultural

9

and 11

(42.30%)

answered that their goals

and historical knowledge were achieved.

(See

page 92.)

Results of Interviews After the Post-test

The results of the interviews appeared to depend more
on age,

education and employment than on freguent use of the

museum or knowledge of art.

The gallery group,

largest percentage in the 40-70 age group
percentage of college and graduate degrees
largest percent

(80%)

employed,

eager to discuss concepts

with the

(90%),
(97%) ,

the largest
and the

were the most responsive and

in the interviews after the slide

test.
In general,

the group who attended the slide

presentation did not participate as much in the interview
nor did they appear to want to discuss concepts in as much
depth as the group who received the gallery presentation.
The participants

in the slide presentation group both gave

correct answers to the questions as to a description of a
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Berkshire County landscape,
artists to the Berkshires,
only one or two words.
environmental
Berkshires.

and in the factors that brought
but their response was usually

The participants also discussed

issues and their own emotional reaction to the
Most seemed also to appreciate the fact that

the landscapes

in the exhibition embodied the elite cultural

concerns of the nineteenth century.

Some did comment that

they reacted with more emotion to original works of art than
to slides.
The group who participated in the crallerv presentations
were reticent at first to participate in the
gallery/discussion presentation in the gallery.
few responses

But after a

in the beginning of the presentations,

more

were willing to respond to questions about the paintings.
The presenter found that if some background material was
presented first,

in order to give the viewers some framework

in which to place the question,

the participants were more

willing to answer.

though,

In general,

the

gallery/discussion presentation was more of a presentation
than a discussion because of a lack of confidence in the
audience.

After the post-test,

the group who had the

gallery presentation was enthusiastic and responsive to
questions

in the

interview and wanted to continue a

discussion of the questions in more depth.

In response to

the first two questions in which the viewers were asked to
describe a Berkshire County landscape and what were the most
important factors

in bringing artists to the Berkshires,
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the

answers were correct and most participants wanted to
respond.

In response to their own feelings about the

Berkshires and how the presentation gave an understanding of
art as an embodiment of culture,

the gallery participants

wanted to discuss preservation of the land.

They also

expressed their belief that the presentation of art as an
embodiment of culture enhanced their enjoyment and
appreciation of the exhibition and their own presence in the
Berkshires today.
and writers'

This group wanted to discuss the artists'

approach to the land as derivative of the

English Romantic writers.

They also understood that most

Americans were and still are utilizing the land for their
own materialistic advancement,

and that only a certain small

elite were and are concerned about preserving the land.
From the interview,

it was concluded that this group

apparently understood the concepts which this exhibition and
its landscapes embodied and were confident in their
discussion of them.
The group who had the slide and gallery treatment were
in general

less self-confident in discussing concepts than

either the gallery group or the slide group.

Part of the

reason for this may have been that there was a larger
percentage

(93%)

who were over 50 years of age.

These two

groups also had a lower percentage of college or graduate
degrees

(88%),

and were educated in an age when discussion

in class was not encouraged.
highest percent retired

This group also had the

(50%),
95

indicating that this group

was out of the routine of interacting every day in the work
field.

The participants gave the correct answers to the

first two questions in describing a Berkshire County
landscape and what factors brought artists to the
Berkshires,

but they were reticent to respond.

The response

to other questions in regards to their feelings and
understanding of art as an embodiment of culture was
average.

Several participants in both of these groups did

not respond,

and in general these two groups were not at

ease with the discussion of the exhibition.

These

participants commented that they felt the education
background was very important and had helped them
considerably in their understanding of art.
In the

interviews

for all three treatment groups the

most discussed conclusion at the end of the interview was
that each group verbalized how important they felt an
orientation to a special exhibition or to art in general was
in enabling the viewer to experience a greater understanding
and enjoyment of the works of art.
The presenter concluded after these interviews with
participants

in the three different treatments that it is

difficult to evaluate the depth of knowledge learned from an
interview,

or how much self-confidence was instilled through

the viewers'

own aesthetic development after one treatment.

Members all have different experiences and knowledge of art,
some are better equipped from being in the employment field
to verbalize their concerns and concepts,
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and some groups

have better interpersonal response with each other then
others.
In general,

it would seem that those who had the

gallery presentation were more able to express their
understanding of the concepts and subject matter.

They were

also able to connect the present with the past and were more
self-confident in discussing this during the interview.
This may be partially due to the fact that the gallery
groups had been able to build self-confidence in the
discussion of the art in the gallery during the gallery
presentation.
Also,

the gallery presentation for both the gallery

group and the slide and gallery group seemed to enhance the
participants'

enjoyment of the exhibition.

There appeared

to be pleasure in the sociability of sharing ideas and in
having concepts with which to understand the landscapes.
The slide group might have been more intimidated by the
formal
given.

slide presentation and the setting in which it was
Consequently,

even though their answers on the open-

ended questions and slide test show that the slide group had
as much understanding of the subject/matter and content and
style,

as the other two groups,

they were not as self-

confident in expressing their ideas and understanding as the
gallery group.
At the end of each interview the participants in each
different treatment group expressed their pleasure in coming
to the presentation.

They seemed pleased about the
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historical

and cultural concepts they had learned,

and

stated how important orientation was to their understanding
and appreciation of the exhibition.
art,

but often did not understand it.

Many said they loved
Participants

indicated that they needed to become familiar with terms
such as content and style and to learn how to "look"

at art

both in a historical/cultural context and from a knowledge
of the symbolic content/style of art
form,

line,

realism and abstraction).
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(i.e.,

color,

light,

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

In general this exploratory study indicates through the
slide test,

open-ended guestion answers and the interviews

that the participants in all three groups did learn some
valuable skills for looking at style in paintings and gained
some comprehension of the subject matter and content of
nineteenth century Berkshire County landscapes.

Through

this learning experience the participants were also able to
increase their enjoyment and understanding of the
exhibition,

its historical context,

and their self-

confidence in knowing how "to look" at art.
This study specifically raises the possibility that an
objective slide test is a much more accurate measure of what
participants do learn in regard to style and subject matter
and content in an art exhibition than open-ended questions
and interviews evaluated by the presenter.
If the open-ended questions and interviews had been the
only measures by which to evaluate what the participants had
learned on subject matter and style and which group
(gallery,

slide,

or slide and gallery)

skills and concepts the best,

had learned the

the presenter would have given

the gallery group the highest ranking.

Even though there

were inconsistencies with the subject evaluation,
enthusiasm,

response,

the

discussion and first review of the

answers in the open-ended questions of the gallery group
impressed the presenter more than the slide or slide and
gallery group.
But the slide test appeared to be a much more objective
and accurate translation of what the participants learned
from the three different treatments.

Consequently,

results of the slide test mean scores,

from the

this exploratory

study raises the possibility that different symbol systems
presented in different environments and with different
techniques do convey different meaning and concepts.

It

also raises the possibility that different symbol systems
should be used to teach different aspects of art
comprehension.
As the slide and gallery group did better on the slide
test than the gallery group on both subject matter and
style,

and the slide and gallery group did not score

significantly better than the slide group, there is a
definite possibility that slides do convey more specific
information and that slides do provide the viewer with more
tools with which to analyze and understand art.

This

finding concurs with Rudolf Arnheim's statement that slides
can direct the glance of the viewer,

enlarge details,

and

pick out and make explicit certain relations between parts
which the painting as a whole may not isolate on stress.
This study also suggests that an orientation with
slides before the viewer sees an art exhibition provides the
background and skills needed for analyzing and understanding
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ths subject matter and content and style.
was able to explore,
of art

The gallery group

compare and discuss the original works

in the galleries,

but was not as able to zero in and

analyze specifics.

Implication of this Exploratory Study
One of the most

important

implications of this study

is

that adults may learn differently and may bring different
experiences with them to an art exhibition.
educational

and professional background,

interests and past experiences
affect their learning as well
learning.
score

Their age,

occupation,

in the life and art may
as create

interference

in the

Does the slide and gallery group's higher mean

indicate that this group with a higher percentage

the retired category had
Does this

study

less

in

interference with learning?

implicate that there may be a correlation

between age and the mean scores?
Another significant
symbol

implication

is that how we perceive

systems appears to be the key to comprehension.

Past

perception experiences with objects do affect our present
perception of them.

If an object

medium,

such as

medium,

the mind may have difficulty

stimulus

for viewing a

is seen in a different

in another medium/symbol

From the participants'
questions and
enjoyment

landscape

in

its original

in processing the same

system.

answers on the open-ended

interviews on their

increased understanding,

in having an orientation to the art exhibition,
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and

their preference

with

an

The
look

implications
first

at

art

Consequently,
time

and

programs

at

artifacts

or

approach.
interests

and

educators

must

adults

become

develop

learn

Education
teaching

a

As

symbol

should

be

should
but

study

is

focus

formulated
this

a

and

a

adult

aware

not

only

facilitators

serve

Only
the

include

study.

in

looking

is

adult public.

and

a

master
variety

conveyed
in

a variety

help

can museums

orientation,

information

in

adult

order to

general

the humanities,

of

through

a museum,

of ways.

Further Research

implication
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in

Museum

then
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completed
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learn.
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learners.

deal

interests

and presentations

to

great

exhibitions
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taught
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need

systems
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naturalistic

as

learners.

definitive

exploratory

objective,

also

different
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that

be

how to

Designs
The most

other

interdisciplinary/humanistic
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perspectives.

adults

appeal

and

it

organizing

programs

skills,

different

should be

independent

adequate

enjoy

from the

needs,

several

to be

that

Educators

are

adults want

order to

to

there

experiences

departments.
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expertise

learning

for museum education
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education
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a

should

evaluate
should

exploratory

the

results

include

subjective,

be

both

of
an

The design might be as follows:
The hypothesis of interest is that art presented in
different symbol systems and teaching presentation
techniques conveys different knowledge to participants.
The study population would be randomly drawn from the
general

community which a particular museum served.

The

sample population would be divided into four different
treatment groups.

Before treatment,

each participant would

complete a demographic information sheet that would include
age,

sex,

occupation,

education,

preference and time of treatment.

interests,

learning style

This sheet should be

marked in order to relate it with the post-test sheet.
If the

four different groups require a large number in

order to see statistically meaningful differences between
the groups,

treatment groups will be broken down into

smaller groupings.
group,

There should be a maximum of 15

for each

as the participants could become more involved in

gallery presentation and would have the opportunity for
individual participation and in-depth discussion during the
interview.
The groups would receive the following four different
treatments:

Group A,

in smaller divisions of 15,

receive a slide presentation.
of

15,

Group B,

in smaller divisions

would receive a gallery presentation.

smaller divisions of 15,
gallery presentations.

would

Group C,

in

would receive both the slide and
Group D,
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the control group,

would go

through the art exhibitions on their own with only labels to
read for information about the art.
After the four treatments,

a post-slide test and

interview would be given to the participants.
would give all

four treatments.

One presenter

Two observers would assist

the presenter in order to arrive at conclusive,

subjective

observations about the interviews.
A statistician would be consulted prior to this project
in order to determine the number of participants necessary,
the correctness of the design,

and the appropriate analysis.
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APPENDIX

PRE-PROGRAM QUESTIONNAIRE

_ Age
Are you a member of The Berkshire Museum for
_

Educational

Programs

_

Social

_

Exhibitions

_

Performing Arts

_

Children's

_

Other __

Events

Programs

Do you attend educational programs?
_

Frequently

_

Infrequently

Is your primary reason for attending our exhibitions or
attending a program at the Museum
_

Educational

_

Social

_

Curiosity

_

Cultural

_

Entertainment

_

Other _

What stops you

Enrichment

from attending programs or exhibitions at the

Museum?

What are your goals in participating in the educational
activities developed around the exhibition "A Return to
Arcadia"?
_
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Questionnaire

(cont.)

How do you prefer to

learn?

_

Television

_

Reading

_

Lectures

_

Participating Activities

_

Hands on Activities

_

Other _

The highest degree you have earned?_
What

is your profession?_

As your leisure time expands how do you plan to explore new
avocations?
_

Travel

_

Reading

_

Lectures

_

Community Involvement

_

Volunteer Work

_

Other _

Group Choice
_ Group A

_ Group B
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POST-PROGRAM QUESTIONNAIRE
A.

Check the slides/landscapes which correspond in
matter/content to the slides/landscapes in the
exhibition, "A Return to Arcadia".

subject

_ 1.
_

2

.

_ 3 .
_ 4 .
_ 5.

_ 6.
_ 7 .

_

8

.

_ 9.

_
B.

.

10

How would
landscape

you describe the subject
of the Berkshires in the

and content of a
nineteenth century?

C. Check the slides which are similar in
landscapes in "A Return to Arcadia".

_ 1.
_ 2.
_ 3 .
_ 4 .
_ 5.

_

6.

_ 7 .

_ 8.
_ 9 .
10 .
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style

to

the

D. How would you describe the style in nineteenth
Berkshire County landscapes?_

century

E. What other programs or kind of learning activities
would you have liked around the exhibition "A Return to
Arcadia"?

F.

Would you have enjoyed more programs in which there was
more audience participation? _

G.

Were any of your educational goals achieved by
attending this program? ___
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